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ABSTRACT 

The main purpose of this dissertation is to develop an 

integrated approach to sustainable housing development, 

which would be applied in both academic studios and 

professional practice. This approach is based upon the 

concept of sustainability encountered in the process of 

building efficiency. Sustainable housing provides a high 

degree of variability and adaptability due to the 

flexibility of the space design and the method of 

construction system. 

Contrary to conventional housing in practice, this 

approach is designed on an indeterminate basis, the 

objective of which is to optimize the cost in the potential 

application of the approach. It is concerned with the basic 

identification of problems and needs, the setting of design 

goals, and the constraints under which the future design and 

construction will have to operate. The components of the 

design approach focus on: (1) the analysis of basic space 

needs of users in dwelling units; (2) the identification of 

architectural characteristics of the dwelling units 

influencing the cost of the housing construction; (3) the 

cost-effective design and construction methods; and (4) 

dwelling unit or housing in relation with its living 

environment. 
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The basic needs, which concern functional, economic, 

environmental and socio-cultural factors, are determined in 

order to formulate the basic properties of a dwelling space. 

Then, the unit cost factors, which include form, composition 

and the service core, are identified as dwelling space 

constraints. Finally, cost-effective methods, as an 

integrating stage, are proposed. 

This design process is applied to the United States as 

a case study. After the investigation and analysis of a 

sample of conventional American house plans, the design 

variables on functional elements, range of space dimensions, 

and space structure patterns are determined. After applying 

the unit cost factors to the possible space arrangements, 

six optimal design solutions are produced. In order to 

determine the space dimensions to minimize construction, a 

computer program is designed. Finally, this study provides 

five cost-effective design examples which are based on a set 

of manufactured system. The results suggest that this method 

provides a design tool for an efficient housing development. 

As the final stage of the design process, this study 

provides application strategies for other areas which have 

their own socio-cultural backgrounds. For future sustainable 

housing development, planning considerations, innovative 

land use methods and strategies are provided to minimize 

overall housing costs and to provide effective incentives. 
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The major contribution of this study is the 

presentation of criteria that are obtained from the cost

effective design method, which will serve as a guide in 

producing cost-efficient housing. The second contribution is 

the development of a flexible design process, manufactured 

construction methods and residential planning guidelines 

that can also be used for providing a wide range of housing 

in other regions with different own socio-cultural 

backgrounds. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Housing is one of the basic human needs and is 

essential for life. It provides occupants with safety, 

security, comfort, health, privacy, and other services. It 

is the link between man and nature. The housing situation in 

most countries is generally characterized by serious 

problems. The situation is particularly serious in the areas 

where population growth and urbanization are proceeding more 

rapidly and where the gap between housing need and supply is 

greatest (Vliet, 1990). Soaring housing prices are making it 

difficult to provide housing to low-income families, for 

whom affordability is quite low. 

Frequently, new settlement projects are developed to 

provide housing on a mass scale and to support economic and 

other development activities. If our cities and towns are to 

thrive, they will have to implement designs that employ 

reduced resources that will ensure durability. It is 

imperative to strive for cost effective utilization of 

resources such as capital, land, building spaces, 

construction materials, labor and so on, in planning, design 

and construction for new settlements and housing projects. 

This dissertation presents an innovative housing design 

approach, construction methods, residential land use 

planning and development strategies to meet residential 
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needs of spaces and environments and, particularly, to 

minimize housing construction and development cost. 

Problems and Needs of the Study 

2 

This study is primarily concerned with the housing 

design process. Low-cost housing may be generally defined as 

housing which provides a lower unit cost of a house as 

compared to the unit of the conventional house. 

The production of conventional housing is generally 

characterized as on-site construction which involves the 

following conditions or problems: (1) A construction time 

for each building is in a period of not less than three 

months; consequently construction cost is high due to the 

site labor which is necessary. (2) The design cost, if it is 

for each individual dwelling, can be higher than eight 

percent of the construction cost for each building. (3) The 

timing and organizing of on-site construction is unique to 

each job and dependent on climate, weather, and local labor 

conditions. (4) There is a high percentage of loss of 

materials in transit and on-site handling. (5) Building 

codes are tied to past experience and are slow to accept new 

materials and technologies already proven superior in 

similar situations. Conversely, some inefficient practices 

continue due to the non-enforcement of codes. (6) The 

building industry is inefficient since it is composed of 

small local builders who lack stability and continuity. 
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On the other hand, factory-built housing utilizes 

innovative approaches to overcome the shortcomings of 

conventional housing. The main purposes of the factory 

production systems are to increase production quantity, 

reduce unit costs, and improve building quality. Existing 

factory-built low-cost housing includes mobile/manufactured 

housing, prefabricated, modular, and other industrialized 

housing. Generally, factory-built housing has been 

recognized as a low-cost housing alternative (ICMA, p. 374). 

However, all of these existing factory building methods 

have run into difficulties in meeting certain design goals 

or objectives due to the limitations of each method. These 

limitations are due, in some cases, to an inadequate design 

factor; in other cases, they are due to the failure to 

determining the design objectives in such a design. The 

inadequacy of user needs and cost-effective space design, 

the lack of a series of differentiated products, and the 

creation of a negative image is characterized as a major 

shortcoming. 

Consequently, current housing practices demand new 

concepts and methods of planning and design in housing 

development. New concepts and methods should work in a 

comprehensive design and planning process to achieve a whole 

in a scientific and systematic manner. In particular, design 

practices are needed in the specific context of low income 

housing development where resources are minimal and demand 
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is high. However, traditional methods of architectural 

design, based upon manipulation of drawings and scale models 

of buildings, do not directly allow a designer to assess the 

cost implications of design decisions or to systematically 

attempt to minimize housing cost. Thus, it must be noted 

that efficient use of natural resources for housing 

production and modification of current patterns of housing 

production should be a major concern in the housing planning 

and design. 

This study provides a new concept and an innovative 

method for housing planning, design and construction to meet 

cost effective residential planning, housing design and 

construction. Due to the rapidity of social, technological 

and economic changes, the concept of sustainability is 

becoming one of the principal qualities of maintaining the 

balance of present and future human activities. The concept 

of sustainability is not a new one. But the fullest meaning 

of sustainability in the housing field has not yet been 

precisely defined. This is perhaps the major reason for the 

ineffectiveness of many current housing planning, design and 

construction practices. This study defines sustainable 

housing as a process of housing development which include 

the principles of environmental responsibility, resource 

efficiency and cost affordability. The implications of this 

concept give a new direction for the housing development: 



effective resource conservation, efficient urban patterns 

and balanced land use development. 

Study Goals and Objectives 

5 

This study is concerned with housing planning and 

design approach as to minimizing housing cost. For this 

study, planning is defined as a method of decision-making 

which proposes or identifies goals, discriminates among 

them, and determines the methods or programs to achieve 

those goals. Housing planning is a tool which guides housing 

development through appropriate land use pattern, facility 

location, and the designs and programs for dwelling spaces. 

Design has been defined as the effort to generate solutions 

to problems prior to attempting to implement them 

(Broadbent, 1973). It is regarded purely as a process 

involving synthesis, but it also requires analysis, 

evaluation and the making of choices. The process of 

designing is concerned with the nature of procedural theory 

in the architectural design fields (Lang, 1987). In this 

study, the design approach involves a three-part process 

consisting of formulating goals, identifying methods for 

achieving those goals, and implementing those methods. Goal 

formulation takes the initial stage in the design process of 

the creation of a dwelling unit. Its major considerations 

include the determination of the factors influencing user 



needs and architectural characteristics of cost in a 

dwelling unit. 
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The primary goal of this study is to develop a new 

method for housing design and the production. The objective 

of the development of the method is to have a body of 

knowledge that can enhance both housing design and practice. 

This approach will enable housing designers to design in 

order to deal with the situation at hand instead of relying 

on habitual processes that are often inappropriate for those 

circumstances. 

The following objectives are formulated as strategies 

to meet the goals of housing design and the production 

process. 

1. To provide a conceptual framework to guide the 

design process of production methods. 

2. To formulate design models and optimal design 

criteria for occupant satisfaction and minimizing housing 

production cost. 

3. To demonstrate models of optimal physical layouts 

for the dwelling unit and to suggest how the proposed 

methods can be applied to other areas which have their own 

socio-cultural settings. 

The second goal of this study is to provide a 

residential land use planning guideline for housing 

development. The design method and planning guideline which 

are provided in this study can be used both as an analytical 



tool for evaluating existing housing projects and as a 

program tool for planning and designing new housing 

development. 

The following objectives are formulated as strategies 

to meet the goal of land use planning. 
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1. To provide residential planning guidelines for cost

effective housing development. 

2. To propose a neighborhood design model as a tool for 

housing planning. 

3. To suggest how proposed housing design, construction 

and planning can be implemented in political realities. 

Ultimately, this study is intended for use by housing 

planners and designers who are concerned with the efficient 

use of a nation's resources in the production of housing. 

Study Method and Procedures 

The design of this study is based on the following 

three stages. 

1. Background Research. This is a foundation-building 

stage which involves studies and information-gathering on 

two major aspects of this dissertation: (1) the housing 

design and construction of low-cost housing, and (2) 

sustainable housing and land use development. This stage 

also summarizes the research results on low-cost housing and 

sustainable housing development. 
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2. Model Development. This is the heart of the 

dissertation. It covers a creative part of the model 

development for low-cost housing design and construction. 

The process introduced in this study is a goal oriented 

approach to meet people's needs in terms of space and 

construction cost. As a result, a design process is created. 

3. Plan Application. In this stage, the design process 

approach is applied to the Unites States. A set of physical 

models at dwelling scale is presented. Application 

strategies for other areas which have their unique socio

cultural backgrounds are also discussed and provided. For 

future housing development, land use planning techniques and 

implementation strategies are provided. 

Data sources used in this study include government 

organizations, construction manufacturers, handbooks and 

other reference materials which are closely related to the 

housing design and planning fields. Techniques for data 

collection include the study of documents and publications, 

and the measurement of architectural components and 

drawings. Housing plans to be analyzed will be collected 

mainly from the Library of Congress Subject Category. 

sampling criteria, analysis procedures and steps, and 

results will be presented in Chapter IV. 
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Study Organization 

This study deals with sustainable housing as a theory 

of design and as a practical planning task. Most important 

for this study is an explicit recognition of the spatial 

characteristics of housing which have significant impacts on 

residential needs and construction cost. The research for 

housing frequently focuses upon analysis of residential 

needs and post-occupancy evaluation. However, few studies 

have contributed to a scientific and systematic approach to 

synthesize all design and planning factors into a process in 

housing field (Billings, 1993). It is an integral part of 

decision-making. Thus, the whole process of housing design 

and planning can be understood to consist of intelligence, 

design, and choice activities occurring in rapid sequence. 

Chapter I addresses the basic issues of the study 

including problems and needs, goals and objectives, methods 

and procedures as well as organization. 

Chapter II contains a discussion of the nature of 

housing and housing problems. It also reviews past efforts 

to provide low-cost housing design concepts and methods. 

In Chapter III provides a theoretical framework of the 

dissertation. This chapter consists of two sections. First, 

the conceptual framework for housing design process is 

presented. The structural properties of the framework which 

leads to formulating the housing design approach are fully 



defined. Then, a set of design methods for dwelling unit 

production will be presented. 

In Chapter IV, the design approach is applied to 

housing in the United States to demonstrate its use. 

Application steps are described in detail, and the results 

are analyzed and discussed fully. This chapter also 

discusses and suggests how this approach can be applied to 

other areas which have their own socio-cultural settings. 

10 

In Chapter V, land use planning guidelines and 

implementation strategies for future housing development are 

provided. Finally, conclusions, findings and recommendations 

relative to the use of the models for housing are discussed. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The main purpose of this study is to find solutions for 

minimizing housing costs and maintaining housing quality. To 

support this objective, the review of the literature is 

structured as follows: 

1. A review of the nature of housing and housing 

problems and needs. 

2. A review of factory housing in terms of concepts and 

developments. 

3. A review of the concepts and significance of 

sustainable housing. 

An initial reconnaissance of the literature was 

conducted with the objective of gaining knowledge of the 

breadth and profundity of research in these areas. Secondly, 

the range of topics which could have application to the 

present research was identified. It was discovered in this 

stage of the literature review that the literature 

describing housing, housing problems and factory housing was 

richly abundant. However, the literature on the design and 

planning processes or methods for minimizing housing costs 

was limited. The reason for this seems to be that the design 

or planning solution is an active and complex process of 

synthesis involving many simultaneously acting variables. 
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The Nature of Housing 

Housing, as defined by the Webster's Third New 

International Dictionary (1986), offers a wide range of 

implications: 

12 

A shelter, the act of placing under shelter, the act of 
living in a house; dwellings provided for numbers of 
people or for a community; something that covers and 
protects for habitation. (p. 1097) 

Any of these terms could indicate how people view or 

choose to characterize housing. Nevertheless, based on the 

different professional fields, views of housing can be 

summarized as having socio-cultural, politico-economical, 

and physic-environmental aspects. 

Socio-Cultural Aspects of Housing 

In this area, housing is viewed as a complex human 

response to environmental and social conditions. As such, it 

is a part of the collective experience of a particular 

people and reflects their beliefs and values. 

Social scientists, planners and designers have long 

recognized a relation between culture and housing. Amos 

Rapoport's (1969) study of house form and culture focused on 

the cross-cultural dimensions of human habitation. The 

sociologist Herbert Gans in his book The Urban Villagers 

(1963) provided insight into the housing and design 

preferences of an Italian-American neighborhood in New York. 

conducting a study on the way of life of low-income people, 
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he concluded that the behavior patterns and values of low

income people should be reflected in housing planning for 

the group. Psychologists, such as Altman, Rapoport, and 

Wohlwill (1980), have concentrated most of their research on 

behavior and environmental design. They give research 

implications about how people perceive the environment 

through the physiological and psychological process of 

obtaining information from the environment. Cooper (1972), 

an architect, has focused attention on the symbolic 

dimensions of house form. His article "House as Symbol of 

the self" is about one's house being a disclosure about the 

inner nature of one's self. It implies that a person's 

conception of self should be considered when designing 

houses. 

Recently, studies in the field of housing are most 

concerned with how the methods and insights of cultural 

analysis have been integrated into the study of problems 

related to housing and its design (Lawrence, 1987; Low and 

Chambers, 1989). The central theme of their research is that 

homes in different cultures have different forms and 

functions and that a thorough understanding of homes 

requires a cross-cultural perspective. By employing 

ethnographical and historical research methods, they 

contended that the organization of domestic space, objects, 

and activities is the reflection of ideas; these ideas are 

the generators of spatial layouts, objects, and actions in 
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the home. This implies that research should not merely focus 

upon manifest empirical things but on implicit space 

structures of household life. However, they did not show how 

the behavioral pattern of the occupants are embedded in the 

spatial organization of the home environment. 

Studies of housing in cross-cultural perspectives 

provide a basis for understanding why people sometimes 

reject and often alter the housing spaces that others have 

designed. From the studies of socio-cultural perspective of 

housing it may be concluded that house and home are embedded 

in a social setting that includes the institutions--family, 

religion, and social customs--of a people. Housing also 

reflects a people's level of technology in obtaining food 

and shelter. 

Economic Aspects of Housing 

Much of the discussion in the literature stressed 

housing as a commodity. "But ... the attributes of privacy, 

location, environmental amenities, and investment are at 

least as important as the resource bulk of the housing 

commodity ..• " (Smith, 1970, p. 10). In this perspective, 

housing can be understood as having three interrelated 

components: demand, supply and finance. The free market is 

allowed to determine the amount and cost of housing that 

would be built. However, the supply side of the demand

supply equation for housing tends to be fairly inelastic 
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because of imperfections in the market and in the 

construction industry. Thus, new housing is constructed only 

for those able to afford it at prices that are profitable to 

private housing builders. In this situation, government can 

be viewed as intervening to alter the relationship between 

demand and supply through public policy. 

Figure 1 suggests that the consumer, the private 

developer and the government are the three main actors that 

make up housing development. 

BOOS IlliG stli'l'L Y 

BOOSIIIIG DDWID PllBI.IC POLICY 

Figure 1. Housing Development System 

source: Wen, 1988, p. 17 
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In the government planning process, either demand or 

supply is usually stressed as the principal determinant of 

the volume of housing production based on the specific 

conditions of the housing sector and of the economy. The 

determinants of a housing sector depend on whose point of 

view is taken into consideration. From the perspective of 

the individual, the housing sector incorporates the 

provision of a home to build, buy or rent; a living 

environment with all the services and amenities; housing 

institutions for home loans, insurance, transfer of 

ownership, and the coordination of housing activities; 

regulating and taxing authorities. From the point of view of 

government planning, the housing sector represents a need 

for investment in competition with other investment 

opportunities, and complicated interactions between demand 

and supply factors. The housing sector may generally be 

defined as"··· the portion of the economic system which is 

concerned with the production, management, and distribution 

of housing" (Smith, 1970, p. 10). 

Political Aspects of Housing 

Another view of housing is concerned with public policy 

on housing. Housing policy refers to the range of activities 

that public and private sectors jointly undertake to provide 

housing services for society. Since the responsibilities for 

housing services and housing conditions in every society are 



different from others, there are different degrees of 

public/private involvement in housing. 
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According to Wallace F. Smith's typology (1970, pp. 

390-392), there are four alternative roles of government in 

meeting housing needs (see Figure 2). The first is the 

"laissez-faire," or simple, market economy in which 

effective demand for housing is directed to the market, 

i.e., to private enterprises, and the market responds with a 

supply of dwellings. The second is a public entrepreneurship 

system, i.e., socialized housing sector. In such a system, 

private entrepreneurs are replaced by public entrepreneurs. 

Information flowing from the public to government consists 

largely of specific data on needs of family sizes, location 

of employment, plus data on resources available to satisfy 

these needs. In addition, the same sorts of complaints which 

might have been directed against the market system--about 

bungling or discriminatory performance by the entrepreneurs 

and about incompatible neighbors--flow toward government in 

this socialized scheme. The third type of role of government 

is public governorship. Here the market responds to 

effective demand for housing, subject to regulations (such 

as zoning, tenant rights, etc.) and assistance (such as 

favorable tax treatment or insurance for investments). 

Government is not directly responsive to housing needs and 

complaints from those who need housing. 



Laissez-Fa ire 

GOVERNMENT 

MARKET 

PUBLIC 

Public Governorship 

GOVERNMENT 

R 

MARKET 

PUBLIC 

Om - Market Demand 
P - Political Data 
Sm - Market Supply 
Sa - Administered Supply 
2R - Regulation and Assistance 

Public Entrepreneurship 

GOVERNMENT 

MARKET 

PUBLIC 

Mixed Entrepreneurship 

GOVERNMENT 

R 

MARKET 

N - statement of Needs, Resources and Evaluation or 
Services received 

Figure 2. Alternative Roles of Government in the Housing 
Sector 

source: Wallace F. Smith, 1970, Housing, p. 391 
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However, this type does not exist any more in the world 

since the changes of the economic and political structures. 

Finally, government which leaves all the options open can be 

seen as a mixed type of public governorship and public 

entrepreneurship. The market satisfies effective demands 

subject to regulations imposed by government. 

The rationale for government intervention in housing 

has generated lengthy debates in many capitalist countries 

on the relationships between economic and political 

structure and the established housing system. Political 

mobilization and organization of those not adequately served 

by the existing housing system is a precondition for change 

and for the development of a government role in housing that 

is responsive to the needs of consumers. 

Housing is primarily a function of private industry in 

the United States. The primary role of local government for 

housing development is to regulate legal standards and 

provide necessary services. Local governments zone the land: 

impose standards on construction: provide physical supports 

such as water, sewer, and roads, as well as protection 

functions such as police and fire. In such a housing supply 

system heavily dominated by the private market, supply will 

be a direct function of effective demand with little 

provision for low-income households. The extent and quality 

of public efforts to provide housing for those not 

economically able to pay its market price is more likely to 



be determined by the realities of political power and the 

threat posed by the ill-housed than on the extent of their 

need. 

Physical Nature of Housing 

20 

This encompasses the physical structures of housing 

such as "house", "home," or "housing" as a group. A "house" 

is a physical structure which serves as living quarters. It 

is a shelter, refuge or a natural covering as a shell that 

encloses and protects people. A "home" is the emotional 

meaning of a place which is something belonging to the 

heart. It provides each individual with the emotions of 

human companionship, to share love, joy and sorrow. The home 

is not only a place, but has a psychological resonance and 

social meaning (Saegert, 1985). 

The following diagram (Figure 3) may be used to suggest 

the relationships between man and hisjher interrelated 

environments. 

Figure 3. Man's Living Environment: Family, House and Home 
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A "house" becomes a "home" when man uses shelter and 

shares its space with a group of intimates in a special, 

meaningful way. Although a home is experienced as a whole 

unit, a house usually includes several zones or rooms to 

which are attributed different names, endowed with different 

meanings and used in different ways. In the design process 

of a dwelling, a "house" may be defined as a precise 

geometrical composition of interrelated spaces. It is 

important to be able to subdivide a house into zones and 

spaces that reflect a classification system; furthermore, 

the ordering of activities and spaces ought to conform to 

prescribed cultural conventions. 

On the other hand, a "home" may be defined as a 

physical composition after it has been endowed with, and 

transformed by, psychological and social processes related 

to its decoration, personalization and use (Lawrence, 1987). 

From this perspective it may be concluded that house becomes 

home when the reciprocal relations between a complex range 

of effective and spatial variables change during the course 

of time. 

"Housing" as a group or complex of houses is set in a 

neighborhood that provides an infrastructure of services, 

such as educational, recreational, social and other 

facilities. The setting can have such positive features as 

parks, prestigious surroundings, and a desirable location, 



or such negative features as unkept streets, crowding, 

and crime. 
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In summary, people in many fields have an interest in 

housing because of its many aspects. Housing can be viewed 

as both a situation and a process. As a situation, housing 

is a current set of relationships between a person or group 

of persons of given biological and cultural attributes and a 

certain immediate physical environment. Viewed dynamically, 

housing is a process. It is a process of investment, a 

process of production of living space by government, land 

developers, building products processors and home builders. 

Housing as a structure is of concern to architects. Its 

design, aesthetic and technical aspects concern members of 

this profession. Design concerns in relation to users' 

preference, life style, and need are increasing (Regnier, 

1986). Housing structure itself must meet the individual's 

needs for comfort, privacy, security, adequate health 

conditions, and even green space through its spatial 

features and amenities. Housing must have congruence. It 

must provide sufficient spatial opportunities for the life 

style, attitude or behavior of the user. 

The supply of housing is the result of the complex 

economic factors. It is influenced by a variety of 

conditions including the land availability, land prices, 

mortgage interest rates, types of government subsidies, and 

the efficiency of the construction industry. 
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Housing Problems 

Housing is a global problem which is unique in 

different countries because the different structures of 

economic, political, social, and cultural systems of many 

countries formulate their own housing processes and 

problems. However, some problems appear to have a high 

degree of generality. Those include severe housing shortages 

(quantity), bad housing conditions (quality), and a wide gap 

between housing prices and what people can afford 

(affordability) (Vliet, 1990, pp. 45-57). 

The formulation of the housing problems in a community 

or a region requires detailed analyses of its housing 

situation and the nature of the housing sector and 

development objectives. The analysis necessary for a housing 

situation depends on the special characteristics of the 

housing problem. However, basic to understanding a housing 

problem are four factors including (1) housing levels, (2) 

housing needs and standards, (3) the distribution of 

households, and (4) the ability to pay for housing by 

various households. 

coleman (1973) stated that a housing situation requires 

looking at the total range of housing from best to worst and 

making determinations as to the different levels of housing 

and characteristics of each level, current market values and 

monthly rentals, and the percentage of housing identified 

with each level. 
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Before need can be determined, housing standards must 

be established. Housing that does not meet the standards is 

inadequate. 

Ratcliff (1973) identified two categories of standards: 

"minimum'' and "volitional." Minimum housing standards are 

those levels of living which are no more than just socially 

acceptable. Whether these standards are codified in local 

housing regulations or administratively determined under 

broad definitions, they are expressed as physical 

specifications and not as levels of living. Volitional 

housing standards, on the other hand, reflect living 

situations which are generally in excess of levels of 

minimum social acceptability. These are standards which 

represent the choices of individuals to whom a range of 

choice is open. The major criteria in determining volitional 

standards are related not only to the functions of house 

keeping and family life but also to the culturally 

determined value system against which design features are 

judged. Ratcliff classifies design criteria relevant to 

volitional housing standards as: cost criteria, functional 

criteria, and personal cultural criteria. 

Estimates of the distribution of households with 

respect to size and income form the basis for many planning 

decisions. These estimates can be developed from population 

or demographic surveys. Metcalf (1972) developed a 
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methodology for household estimates and projections. 

Field surveys may be needed to provide more accurate data. 

The ability to pay for housing represents the socially 

acceptable level of expenditure on housing that can be 

expected of any household. The types of issues include the 

following concepts: (1) affordability, which is related to 

how much specific types of low-income households can afford 

to pay for shelter, given their present and projected income 

and conditions under which that shelter can be financed; and 

(2) plot and housing design, which covers the physical 

shelter options available for specific types of households 

within their affordability ranges; feasibility of plot 

sizes; types of densities implied; types and standards of 

infrastructure, community facilities; location of housing 

projects; and reduction of standards. 

A review of the literature on housing problems in the 

United States indicates that a majority of urban low- and 

medium-income families suffer from serious housing 

affordability problems (Hartman, 1989). The reason for this 

seems that the price of land, the cost of labor, materials 

and energy in the construction industry and financing costs 

are rising faster than other expenses and are putting the 

price of a home far beyond the reach of many people, 

particularly, the low-income households. 

The following information indicates how serious the 

housing affordability problem of the low-income people is in 



DETERMINATION OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING SIZE AND COST 

According to the 1992 National Construction Estimator by 
Craftsman Book Company, housing cost is composed of the 
following cost elements. 

HC= affordable housing cost : construction cost 
land development 
sales & marketing 
financing 
overhead 

Total 

(C) 50 % 
(La)25 % 

5 % 
8 % 
5 % 

100 % 
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Affordable housing size and cost are determined based on the 
household's annual income (25 %). 

Assumptions: down-payment, loan and income of a household 

d= proportion of cost representing down-payment : 20 % of HC 
D= down-payment 

L= loan amount 
n= term of loan : 30 years loan 
r= interest rate : 7 % 
a= present value of an annuity of $1 at interest rate r 

paid for n years: a = 12.409 
I= annual income : $ 28,800 (80 % of National Median Income) 
k= % of income affordable for rent : 25 % 

Monthly payment : $ 600 
P= annual payment: P= Ik= $ 7,200 

Affordable Housing Cost(HC) 

HC= D+L where D= 0.2 c , L= aP= 12.409x7,200 = $ 89,345 
HC= 0.2 HC/ 2 + L 
HC= $ 99,272 

Figure 4. Affordable Housing Size Based on Household Income 
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Affordable Housing Size CS) 

HC (Affordable Housing Cost) = $ 99,272 
D (Down-payment) = $ 9,927 
L (Loan Amount) = $ 89,345 
c (Construction Cost) = $ 49,636 
s (Affordable Size): C/$ 60.6* = 819 sq ft 

Notes: 1. The numbers are for illustration only; in actual 
cases, costs may be higher or lower than suggested 
here. 

2. * indicates national average construction cost/ 
square foot for conventional single-family house, 
excluding land cost, Source: 1992 National 
Construction Estimator, p. 219. 

Figure 4. Continued 

the United States {Figure 4). For the low-income households 

with 80 % of national median income in 1990, only 819 square 

feet size housing can be built. Generally, 1,200-1,500 

square feet is an acceptable range for a household with four 

family members. 

The impacts of high housing costs are great. The severe 

shortage of housing has placed extreme pressures on the 

existing housing stock, giving rise to overcrowding and 

unsanitary conditions in many regions and placing a severe 

strain on infrastructure and services that were designed to 

cope with much lower population densities. 

Affordability problems arise because households do not 

have enough income to pay for housing. There are two 

fundamental solutions to removing those problems. One is to 

raise household incomes. The other is to reduce housing 

costs. Raising household incomes can be done through 
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increasing jobs in the society, increasing the real wages of 

existing jobs, and providing money to people without jobs. 

This solution on any large scale requires the redistribution 

of income by the government. However, this type of solution 

or policy is determined in light of the country's stage of 

growth, the nation's value system, social equity and the 

degree of urgency perceived by decision-makers. 

The second basic approach to improving housing 

affordability is the reduction of housing costs. That can be 

done by promoting housing programs, decreasing regulatory 

barriers to housing development or by reducing the cost of 

new building units. In the United States, there are national 

government policies to promote housing occupancy for low and 

medium income people. Subsidizing rents through housing 

vouchers or similar programs is a way of reducing the cost 

of occupying existing units. However, it is also a form of 

raising the incomes of poor households. 

Several states employ various land use approaches to 

reduce the occupancy costs of new units. One of them 

involves the inclusionary ordinance which operates under the 

zoning power to induce private sector construction of low 

and moderate income housing. This requires builders to 

include in any subdivision a certain fraction of units 

available at below market costs. The losses on such units 

could be paid either by raising permissible densities in 

those developments, or by maintaining that the builders can 
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get monopolistically high prices on their market units. No 

costs are imposed on taxpayers. This method requires some 

control on the resale prices of units so they do not simply 

provide windfall gains to the first buyers. This approach 

would be useful for the areas in which housing markets 

cannot meet the housing needs of lower income people (An, 

1991). 

These ideas cover basic approaches to attacking housing 

affordability problems. They do not, however, deal with 

another fundamental problem of the high housing construction 

costs. The next section of this chapter will review the past 

efforts to reduce them through factory construction methods. 

Factory Housing 

One possible way to solve the housing problems is to 

reduce housing construction costs. Factory-built housing 

production has been recognized as a construction method 

which provides lower cost housing as compared to the cost of 

an on-site conventional house. This section will review the 

literature on factory housing in terms of general concepts, 

types of factory housing and factory housing development. 

concepts of Factory Housing 

Most of the research on factory-built housing focuses 

on the concept of industrialization in housing. A consistent 

problem in this study is that the topic is not only very 



broad, but dynamic as well. Furthermore, there seem to be 

gaps in the literature because most of the book references 

found are 15 to 20 years back. Despite this, there are 

certain advantages which are still valid. 
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Cutler (1974} described the advantages in the use of 

factory housing in construction. The major advantages are 

quality control, production control, inventory control, 

labor control, climate control and problem control. On the 

other hand, there are also many factors that deter a broader 

use of this approach. They are very different in nature and 

serve as examples of the reasons why the industry is 

regarded as conservative, outmoded, slow, inefficient, and 

traditional by comparison to other industries. Cutler 

identified several problems and constraints for factory 

housing. One of the most significant deterrents is the 

negative perception of factory housing construction by 

user's. Ineffective organization of the industry is another 

problem. Innovators have trouble obtaining acceptance of new 

products or systems. Finally, government policies and 

economic constraints make the industry unsettling (Cutler, 

1974, p. 24). 

Types of Factory Housing 

The concepts discussed in the previous section have 

been embedded in the different types of factory housing 

construction (Figure 5). The classifications of the type of 
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factory-built housing vary (Sullivan, 1980, pp. 21-75; Nutt

Powell, 1985, p. 30). In this study, depending upon the 

extent of off-site construction, factory-built housing may 

be classified as three types : (1) precut and panelized, (2) 

modular, and (3) HUD-code manufactured houses. 

Figure 5. Elements of Factory Housing Systems. (a) Frame and 
Infill. (b) Panels Form a Complete Shell. (c) 
Volumetric Elements. (d) Combination of Various 
Types of Elements 

source: Albert A. G. H. Dietz, 1974, p. 402 
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Precut and panelized housing. Precut houses are units 

that come from the manufacturer as a bundle or package of 

lumber, precut to exact size and length. The packaging of 

the precut lumber is such that it is easily identified by 

coding or serial numbers as it is positioned and loaded on a 

truck or trailer, so that the pieces are unloaded in the 

order that they are required. The principal advantages are 

in: (1) simplified purchasing of materials, and (2) step-by

step directions for erecting a selected house. Frequently, 

this type of housing appeals to the novice owner-builder. 

Panelized housing is a similar type to the precut 

housing in terms of construction method. The unit is shipped 

from the factory as a series of panel components that are 

assembled at the site. The panels form the sectional 

components of the floor, walls, interior partitions, 

ceiling, and possibly the roof of the housing unit. This 

housing construction offers the advantage of being faster 

than conventional housing construction and more flexible and 

easier to ship than modular or mobile homes. 

Modular housing. Modular houses are structures built or 

erected from one or more three-dimensional cubical or box

shaped units which are shipped as complete components from a 

factory and assembled on site. Modulars are transported to 

the site on flat bed trucks and set on permanent foundations 

at the site. Modular units are designed and fabricated to 



meet the same local building-code requirements used by 

conventional built housing. 
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The most common type of modular housing is the 

sectional house which is fabricated with materials and 

methods of construction designed to meet local building-code 

requirements. 

Manufactured housing. Manufactured housing means a 

mobile home or a HUD-code manufactured home. A mobile home 

means a structure that was constructed before June 1976, 

transportable in one or more sections which are built on a 

"mobile chassis." HUD-code manufactured housing means a 

structure constructed on or after June, 1976, according to 

the rules of the United States Department of Housing and 

Urban Development, transportable in one or more sections 

which is built on a permanent chassis (Nutt-Powell, 1982, p. 

3) • 

The main difference between modulars and mobile homes 

is that mobile homes are assembled on a "mobile chassis" and 

modulars are transported to the site on flat bed trucks and 

set on permanent foundations at the site. Another difference 

is that mobile/manufactured homes are built in designated 

residential areas, such as mobile home parks, in most states 

of the United States; and modular units are designed, 

fabricated and set on permanent foundations at the site used 

by conventional built housing. Consequently, the latter are 

more acceptable to communities than mobile homes. Generally, 
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mobile homes incorporate frames and wheels so they can be 

towed along the highway. Once installed at the site, 

however, they are rarely moved again. HUD-code manufactured 

housing are generic terms used to describe housing built in 

a factory rather than at its permanent location. HUD-code 

manufactured homes as a low-cost housing alternative in the 

u.s. can be built for less money than conventional homes due 

to assembly-line techniques, low-paid workers, and weather

sheltered factories (Nutt-Powell, 1985). 

There are two major factors inhibiting HUD-code 

manufactured housing development. One is a scarcity of 

suitable sites. Although advances have been made in easing 

zoning in some areas, a majority of the states in the u.s. 

prohibit development of HUD-code manufactured homes in 

single-family residential areas (JVAH, 1986). The other is 

the fact that most people associate HUD-code manufactured 

homes with the bad image of mobile homes. Consequently, the 

negative public perceptions and the lack of a uniform 

building code are the major obstacles in the development of 

factory-built low-cost housing development. 

Factory Housing Development 

Gilbert Herbert detailed the history of the ideas of 

walter Gropius for the manufacturing and marketing of 

prefabricated housing in the United States in his book The 

pream of the Factory-made House (1984). Herbert concluded 
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that although the ideas were technically correct, they 

failed to adequately consider the economic and social forces 

upon which the technology's success depends. 

Habraken (1973) proposed a complete design and 

construction process for factory housing development. He 

assumed the user is an indispensable factor in the housing 

process. To implement this goal, he developed the idea of 

supports and detachable units. His philosophy is based on 

the belief that variety and adaptability may produce better 

mass production and efficiency. The idea of supports is 

simply based upon separation between the structure which 

cannot be subject to the decision making of the individual 

user and detachable units which are subject to the 

occupant's decisions. Besides a design concept, he proposed 

a design and construction process. After dwellers had picked 

a location on a support, they would go to a unit 

designer/manufacturer (the supports would be owned and 

maintained by municipalities, but the individual units would 

be manufactured by private industry) and receive help in 

designing their unit. The designer/manufacturer would then 

construct and install the unit. He felt that the market 

forces would cause consumers to have access to the sort of 

products that would allow the dweller to be reinforced into 

the process of housing design and the natural relationship 

between dweller and dwelling would be reestablished. 



Researchers at Stanford, Brigham Young, Carnegie

Mellon, M.I.T., and other universities have produced a 

number of technical reports on building construction 

techniques. One such report, entitled Constructability 

Improvement Using Prefabrication. Preassembly. and 

Modularization, by Tatum, Vanegas, and Williams (1986) of 

Stanford University, reviewed methods of prefabrication 

being used in residential, commercial, and industrial 

building construction. The authors have advocated that 

prefabrication should be used to reduce costs and to 

maintain quality. 
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Two important contributions to the literature on the 

development of manufactured housing in the United States 

were found during research. One is Thomas Nutt-Powell's book 

Manufactured Homes: Making Sense of a Housing Opportunity 

(1982). He advocates the use of factory-built housing when 

consumer affordability is an important consideration. The 

other is Arthur D. Bernhardt's Building Tomorrow: The 

Mobile/Manufactured Housing Industry (1980). After 

conducting a national analysis of the mobile home industry, 

the industry's supporting environment, and the industry's 

regulatory environment to formulate policy alternatives for 

the industry's long-term development, he offered a wide 

variety of innovative schemes calling for either 

modification of the present mobile home product or the use 

of the mobile home building component. 
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Another study by Tremblay and Dillman (1983) discusses 

the target population of HUD-code manufactured housing and 

concludes that HUD-code manufactured homes were recognized 

as an acceptable alternative for population groups in lower 

education and income brackets. Generally the older, 

retirement age population group selects manufactured homes 

as an attractive alternative for retirement housing. The 

younger portion of the population chooses HUD-code 

manufactured homes as a first step or starter home, until 

the time when finances allow the purchase of their primary 

choice, i.e., a traditionally constructed single-family 

dwelling. 

Factory housing, as it has been defined in this study, 

has taken many forms. Regardless of the building type, 

regardless of the materials, production, and erection 

technology being industrialized, the objectives are 

essentially the same, that is, improved performance per unit 

of invested resource, be it energy, material, or time, or a 

decrease in housing cost. The problem of further 

industrialization in the building industry does not seem to 

be a technological one. The problem involves a wide range of 

interrelated problems. One of these is that design 

professions are playing an insignificant role in the p~ocess 

of in-factory housing production. Architects in particular 

have failed to significantly participate in either product 



design or development or in the definition of criteria for 

the development of factory produced systems and components 

(Sullivan, 1980). 
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The basic housing types discussed in this study are 

panelized, modular and manufactured housing. According to 

Sullivan, each type has its own unique set of special 

problems, advantages, and disadvantages. The following table 

(Table 1) provides a brief comparison of these major factory 

housing types. From this information, two conclusions may be 

drawn. In order to reduce construction costs, the 

mobile/manufactured housing construction system may be 

desirable. For the successful development of the 

mobile/manufactured housing, the design and environmental 

factors should be considered more carefully. 

Manufactured housing is proving to be a viable, 

affordable alternative to site-built housing, and these 

housing units are becoming increasingly popular with home 

buyers. Manufactured housing buyers tend to be either young 

couples purchasing their first home, or older individuals or 

couples seeking a retirement residence. However, as the 

proportion of multi-section units increases, an increasing 

number of middle-aged households (ages 30 to 55) are 

choosing to live in manufactured housing. This new market 

group tends to have a higher socioeconomic profile, with 

higher incomes and more education than the typical younger 
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Table 1. Comparison of the Three Types of Factory Housing 

PANELIZED MODULAR MOBILE 

PRODUCTION High Medium Low 
COST 

CONSTRUCTION Long Medium Short 
TIME 

ON-SITE High Medium Low 
LABOR COST 

VARIETY OF High Medium Low 
TYPES 

POST-DESIGN Medium High Low 
FLEXIBILITY 

APPEARANCE High Medium Low 

LAND USE Less than Less than High 
REGULATIONS Modular Mobile 

Source: Barry J. Sullivan, 1980, pp. 224-225 

or older manufactured housing, and this new market group is 

likely to increase (Nutt-Powell, 1982, pp. 157-158). 

One of the major reasons for the increasing popularity 

of manufactured housing is the attractive price. The 

manufactured housing industry estimates a $ 17.80 per square 

foot construction cost, excluding land, for the typical 

home. That is more than 40 percent below the National 

Association of Home Builders estimated national average of 

about $ 30.00 per square foot for conventional homes 

(Donegan and Updegrave, 1981, pp. 49-63). According to Mr. 

oscar P. Power, mobile home dealer in Lubbock, Texas, the 

manufactured housing construction cost is about $ 25.00 per 
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square foot while the conventional housing construction cost 

is more than $ 40.00 per square foot in 1990 in Lubbock, 

Texas. Consequently, manufactured housing may be a viable 

and increasingly popular option for the areas where the 

supply of affordable housing is a major concern. 

In summary, factory housing construction can be 

considered a successful solution to reduce housing costs. In 

addition, factory housing is likely to be a viable and 

alternative to site-built housing. However, some design and 

planning problems may hamper future factory housing 

development. More careful planning and design considerations 

are needed to meet the economic or social needs of people. 

Sustainable Housing 

Most of the literature related to low-cost housing has 

emphasized construction methods or material innovations with 

regard to large scale housing development. It seems that the 

housing development is an active and complex process of 

synthesis involving many simultaneously acting variables 

which come from a variety of social, economic, engineering, 

planning and architectural perspectives. The literature on 

comprehensive housing development is limited. This section 

reviews the literature on housing development concepts and 

provides a new concept for housing design, construction and 

planning to meet cost effective residential development. 



Concepts and Principles for the Sustainable 
Housing 

The word "sustainable" was used as early as 1920's in 

environmental areas (WCED, 1987) and later appeared in the 

UN Bruntland report. This term is now popularly adopted in 

the agencies of United Nations, as well as in the United 

States and many other countries, such as sustainable 

architecture, sustainable cities and communities, 
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sustainable development, etc. However, those terms have not 

been thoroughly defined. Generally, they are understood to 

mean respect for the biosphere through modification of 

current patterns of production and living. Most of them 

concern the balance between natural resources and economic 

development. Daly and Renshaw (1977) emphasizes that a more 

efficient economy is one that gets more production out of 

each unit of natural resource and has a more sustainable 

growth potential than does its less-efficient counterparts. 

Rainwater (1977) stresses the social implications for 

sustainable growth that concerns a more equitable social 

system. Willem Vliet (1992) also contends that sustainable 

development in the United States cannot effectively proceed 

until serious urban social and economic inequalities are 

addressed. Others have chosen a more practical approach 

which relates to the housing field. Nigel Richardson (1992) 

expands the definition to include a number of specifically 

urban elements involving physical planning and the use of 

resources. Some others (Van der Ryn, 1986; Walter, Arkin, 
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and Crenshaw, 1992) give broad architectural planning and 

design implications concerning how urban development and the 

environment can coexist in a successful partnership that 

will result in a better community life. In summary, the 

implications of these sustainable concepts give a new 

direction for the housing planning and design: resource 

conservation, more compact and more efficient urban 

patterns. 

Based on these broad meanings of sustainability, this 

study defines sustainable housing as a guiding concept for 

the process of housing design, construction and planning 

which modifies the current patterns of production and 

living. 

The proposed framework of sustainable housing is 

derived from a perspective in which events are treated 

holistically and are comprised of three major aspects: 

environment, resources, and economic activities. It is 

assumed that people and their environments are an integral 

and inseparable unit; they cannot be defined separately, and 

indeed are mutually defining. Human adaptation to the 

environment requires that the environment be fit for man. 

People create economic activities to achieve a high quality 

of living environment. People's economic activities utilize 

such resources as energy or material resources. In turn, 

limited resources shape the environment and influence more 

meaningful economic activities. Thus, sustainable housing is 
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conceived of as a dynamic confluence of environment, 

resources and economic activities. These three are 

interdependent and interrelated. They have a reciprocal 

causation. Therefore, an environment, which people inhabit, 

should incorporate the concept of sustainability into its 

planning and design. The concept of sustainability for 

environmental planning and design may be presented in the 

following diagram (Figure 6). 

ltBSPC15SIDII.ITY 

..lPPQIU:IADII.ITY 

Figure 6. Concept of Sustainability 



Considering this relationship, sustainable housing is 

designed and constructed under the following principles: 

1. Environmental responsibility, which requires the 

balance of man and nature and the flexible use of space; 
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2. Resource efficiency, which requires the efficient 

utilization and the innovative technological improvement for 

housing construction and residential development; 

3. Cost affordability, which requires affordable 

housing for feasible housing development. 

According to the above defined principles, sustainable 

housing is based on the following guidelines: 

1. Fulfilling the spatial needs and functional desires 

of the occupants through comprehensive space design; 

2. Creating a built environment that unites man and 

nature in a harmonic and balanced relationship that promotes 

living quality and environmental protection; 

3. Reducing the waste of resources in terms of building 

materials, energy, time, labor, and land through efficient 

construction and resources utilization; 

4. Providing lower housing construction and land 

development costs through cost-efficient design and orderly 

planning and control for housing in land use development; 

5. Increasing the degree of housing availability for 

all income groups through affordable costs of housing. 
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Role of the Housing Planner 

The role of the housing planner influences the process 

of sustainable housing design and planning. His role may be 

defined in two ways, as a researcher and as a planning 

designer. 

The first role is that of the professional researcher 

who develops new organizational patterns and systems of 

housing design that provide the potential for freedom 

(Equipotential Space, Severino, 1970). His main goal is to 

make the dwelling as adaptable as possible to the user's 

desires. These adaptations have two distinct goals. The 

first one is physical order, which means the suitability of 

a given space for the user's activities. The second goal is 

psychological order which means that the modification of 

space reflects the user's actual psychological and personal 

needs. In his role, the planner serves as an adviser to the 

individual user, helping him to make informed decisions. 

The second role is that of a housing planning 

consultant to the people who are concerned with housing 

development. He must expand the area for his services to 

include a far greater percentage of new housing for low

income people (Friedman, 1993). The practice of architecture 

must consider more environmental, social and economic 

concerns. This role has two distinctive goals. The main goal 

is to develop a concept or method to promote a viable 

environment and high quality living. Implicit is a 



responsibility to use the resources suitably and 

efficiently. His second goal is to minimize housing and 

residential development costs and provide more housing 

opportunities for all potential income groups. 

Conclusion 
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Since housing has many aspects, housing problems can be 

viewed differently in different perspectives. It was found 

that some proposed solutions to the housing cost problems 

have provided some promise and some limitations. If factory 

housing construction is to be a successful solution as a 

viable and affordable alternative to site-built housing, 

more comprehensive and systematic design and planning 

efforts should be made. The concepts of sustainablity has 

not yet been matured in the housing field. This study adopts 

and extends the concepts for housing development. A 

sustainable approach concerns the quality of living 

environment, the efficiency of resource utilization, and the 

affordability of housing costs. In the next chapters, based 

on the concepts of sustainability, a housing design process 

including manufactured production methods, application of 

the process and land use planning and development will be 

presented. 



CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS OF DWELLING SPACES AND DESIGN APPROACHES 

Chapters I and II of this dissertation reviewed the 

literature in the housing field. The literature review 

suggests that solutions to the housing problems may be 

derived from various perspectives. However, it was found 

that the efforts for the development of comprehensive or 

systematic architectural design approaches for minimizing 

housing cost have been limited. 

This chapter is intended to formulate a sustainable 

housing design process for dwelling space design approach to 

ensure quality and lower housing production costs. 

The processes and methods introduced and described in 

this study are intended as a working tool for planners and 

architectural designers who are concerned with housing 

design. Hopefully, this will improve the quality of life for 

the large, rapidly increasing low-income population. 

First, this chapter proposes a sustainable design 

process for housing design based on the concept of 

sustainability. For this proposed framework, two general 

design goals are determined. In order to achieve these 

goals, a dwelling space design approach and a cost-effective 

design method are formulated. Then, properties of the 

proposed process and method are described. 
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Housing Design Process 

The Development of A Design Process 
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This part of the study is concerned with the 

development of a design process for minimizing housing 

construction cost. Planning can be viewed as a three-part 

process consisting of an initial state, a method or process 

of transformation, and as an imagined future state. In more 

practical terms, these components define the functions of 

the designer--to identify problems and to formulate goals, 

to identify factors and methods for achieving those goals, 

and to develop and implement design methods. On the other 

hand, design can be viewed as a purposeful decision-making 

activity that attempts to achieve the best possible state or 

solutions, therefore creating the best possible quality of 

housing. 

Based on the concept of sustainable housing, this 

process formulates two general goals. One is to satisfy the 

user's needs in a dwelling space. The other is to minimize 

the construction cost of a dwelling unit. In order to 

achieve these goals, a schematic diagram for the process is 

developed in Figure 7. 

The process of designing a dwelling unit consists of 

the following steps: 

1. Determining the goals of sustainable housing to be 

achieved; 
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2. Identifying the housing needs and the design factors 

that have an influence on dwelling space design; 

3. Determining the housing types and the dwelling 

variables influencing dwelling space design, and exploring 

the dimensions of the variables; 

4. Formulating conceptual plans for dwelling space, and 

exploring the possible spatial arrangements; 

5. Identifying the cost factors in dwelling unit 

production, and exploring the cost-effective design 

requirements of each factor; 

6. Applying the cost-effective design method to 

formulate the cost-effective dwelling unit models; 

7. Determining the production methods, and assigning 

quantitative values to each room dimension of the cost

effective models; 

8. Presenting a set of prototype dwelling unit model, 

and providing strategies for practical applications. 

Factors Involved in Dwelling Space Design 

Need is a social or valuative concept. Dwelling space 

need refers to what should exist if adequate housing is to 

be provided for every household without regard to the 

ability to pay. 

Normally, all users are anonymous to the planners or 

the developers and they vary greatly according to the 

composition of their families, their incomes, age, tastes, 
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and habits. The important thing is to relate space and 

design criteria to these people's common and spatial 

activities in and around the home and within the time 

constraints of the typical day or week and even lifetime of 

the residents. The definition of user needs as a part of the 

design process is itself a product of the changing social 

environment. During the early part of the twentieth century, 

building function was explicitly emphasized. Prior to the 

beginning of the modern movement, architects researched 

styles or expressed the materials of building and only 

subconsciously expressed the social values of the period. In 

the recent past, dimensional standards such as Architectural 

Graphic Standards (Ramsey and Sleeper, 1974) have been used 

and the architect's task was simplified by the use of such 

guidelines-measurements evolved through use and his scale 

ruler. Today, the force of psychology plays a role in 

design, the molding of space, and the use of color and 

texture (Lang, 1986). The understanding of the behavioral 

pattern--the movement of people through space requiring more 

than guidelines and standards--brings new tasks to the 

designer. 

Based on these trends and current issues on dwelling 

space design, the dwelling space needs for sustainable 

housing may be classified as follows: functional, physical 

and socio-cultural. 
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Functional needs. The most basic needs of any family 

include sleeping, eating, cooking and sitting. They are 

essential to any human being. The bedroom, living room, 

kitchen and bathroom are some examples of the basic dwelling 

spaces needed to meet the basic activities of the 

individual. In practice, however, besides these basic 

functions, other elements may be spatially defined according 

to certain household activities that require additional 

space functions. The determination of space functions may be 

formulated by analyzing activity needs in the dwelling unit. 

The activity needs vary from individual to individual 

according to hisjher own cultural background. 

The nature of the household activity must be considered 

in the dwelling design. Household activities are not static, 

but characterized by continuous change and evolution. 

Dwelling spaces afford the user the possibility of adapting 

his house to unexpected changes in the family life cycle. 

The problem of dealing with the non-static nature of 

household activities can be solved by adapting the house to 

the user's needs. 

A practical way to do this is for dwelling units to 

provide flexibility within the dwelling space. The flexible 

dwelling design can accommodate most of the household 

activities within given spaces in a satisfactory manner. It 

can provide the ability of the space to overlap, the inter

changeability of the rooms, the divisibility of the room, 
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the versatility of functions, the multiple uses of space, in 

short, the overall adaptation of space. 

Physical needs. The dwelling unit should provide 

physical features for human activities. The elements and 

relationships of the physical environment are inseparably 

linked with behavior, such as the sizes and shapes of 

dwelling space elements. The proportions and dimensions of 

the human body and its other physiological characteristics 

and abilities relative to different human activities are the 

basic information in determining the sizes and shapes of the 

dwelling spaces. The information is concerned with such 

problems as the height of work surfaces for a variety of 

activities, the range of heights that will be comfortable 

for all but the shortest and tallest, and the critical 

dimensions that influence the design of the space elements 

for children, men, women, and the elderly. 

Socio-cultural needs. Socio-cultural needs are another 

factor influencing the design of dwelling space. Social 

needs are concerned with spatial arrangements that will 

accommodate certain desired patterns of behavior (Cooper, 

1975, p. 210). The house is a part of the collective 

experience of a particular people and reflects their 

behavior and attitudes. People's social behavior and their 

attitudes toward certain activities differ among cultures. 

The way activities such as sleeping, cooking, and eating are 

carried out varies culturally. In some cultures, men eat 
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first; in others, the family eats together. In some cultures 

people sit on the floor; in others they sit on chairs at 

tables. This affects such design concerns as window height, 

space requirements, and location of doors. Thus, in the 

dwelling design process it is necessary to understand how 

people's socio-cultural behavior and attitudes are reflected 

in the dwelling space. 

There are several environment-behavior models 

for the study of the relationship between internal housing 

environment and human behavior. However, the classic models 

do not distinguish environment from human behavior. For 

example, such models as personal space, proxemics, and 

territoriality conceive of the environment merely as a 

portable and elastic envelope of space (Archea, 1984). 

Furthermore, Altman (1975), who has done a comprehensive 

work on privacy regulation, considers the environment to be 

the extension of an individual's self. He lists clothing, 

personal space, and territoriality as environmental 

mechanisms for privacy regulation. In so doing, he also 

regards these three environmental mechanisms to be no more 

than remote layers of the self. 

These classic models stress the cognitive aspect of 

environment, not the environment as a free-standing object 

separated from the individual, which is the "built" 

environment. Thus, as a somewhat extreme example, it would 

not matter, according to these models, whether an American 
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lives in an American house or in a Korean house, because he 

would feel comfortable as long as he could maintain a 

distance of two feet from others while engaged in 

conversation with other family members (Hall, 1966). 

In contrast, some models suggest methods to find out 

the behavioral pattern of the occupants which are embedded 

in the spatial organization of a given environment. For 

example, Hillier and Hanson (1984, pp. 90-97) suggest a 

model, the Space Syntax, which provides a conceptual 

framework for the analysis of spatial organization. They 

note that the spatial organization of a building or 

settlement reflects a particular pattern of social relations 

which are integral to the culture of a given society, 

particularly to its social norms and customs, and which 

governs social interaction among members. They develop a 

graphic technique to explain the spatial structure of a 

dwelling space. 

For example, assume that space A is the entrance hall, 

space B is the living room, and space C is the bedroom. 

Without looking at Figure 8, everyone who grew up in America 

would know that a visitor to a house is greeted at the 

entrance hall and led into the living room, but, in most 

cases, not to the bedroom. The organization of the three 

spaces in Figure 8 reflects such a social norm in terms of 

the relative spatial depth of each space. This graphic 

technique describes the location of a space relative to 



other spaces within a house and the meaning of encounters 

associated with given spaces. In other words, it describes 

spatially-determined opportunities for social encounters 

among occupants and between occupants and visitors. 

Figure 8. Graphic Presentation of Depth of Space 
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Source: Hillier and Hanson, 1984, The Social Logic of Space 
p. 94 

Another property of the model is permeability. In terms 

of social relations, space A in Figure 9 (a) exerts control 

over the permeability of the other spaces. Thus, it is the 

"locus" of control. In Figure 9 (b), there is no locus of 

control. In this case, control can be said to be diffused. 

These two depth and permeability of space are useful 

for the analysis of spatial organization, especially in 

terms of how the labeling of space (functional manifestation 
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of spaces--e.g., "entrance hall," "living room," "bedroom'') 

is associated with the properties of spatial depth and locus 

of control. These two spatial notions are, in turn, 

associated with the social categories of the inhabitants as 

well as visitors. Together they explicate the particular 

patterns of social relations that a given house supports. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Graphic Presentation of Control of Space 

Source: Hillier and Hanson, 1984, The Social Logic of Space 
p. 94 

These techniques may be applied to the analysis of the 

spatial organization of dwelling units in which the people 

with a certain socio-cultural background live. As a result, 

the spatial structure of behavioral patterns of a socio

cultural group would be found. As acculturated mechanisms, 

these patterns may be used as design variables in dwelling 

space design for the group. 
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Besides spatial organization, there are other internal 

space needs which may include the arrangements and locations 

of furniture and facilities. After a dwelling space is 

determined, these needs must be considered within the range 

of individual choices. In order to reflect those needs, an 

effective design technique is to encourage people to 

participate in the design process. From this process, a 

typology may be drawn. Next to the internal space of a 

dwelling unit, the important socio-cultural element 

influencing a community's satisfaction with and acceptance 

of a development is the external design of the houses. 

Design issues may range from concerns with traffic and 

parking to considerations of house color and exterior 

materials and finishes, landscaping, roof shapes and 

treatment of facades. These concerns are seldom explicitly 

expressed and most often are based on what the community 

feels is the character of their neighborhood. A community is 

more likely to reject what it does not like, after first 

having seen it, than to articulate its design preferences 

beforehand. Thus, the designers need to interpret the 

community context through careful site analysis and to 

maintain a continual dialogue with the community through the 

permitting process. These socio-cultural elements may be 

considered in the sustainable housing planning process. 

space needs may also be considered from a specific type 

of household. There are fast growing household types. They 
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include persons living alone, the elderly, the young and 

single parent families (Ahrentzen, 1991, p. xi). A single 

standard cannot meet the diverse character and needs of 

these groups. Housing must be designed to meet the needs of 

particular kinds of households accommodating diversity and 

flexibility, while also allowing for a level of exchange and 

support between residents that is a benefit to all. 

Cost Factors of Dwelling Construction 

On the scale of a dwelling unit, it is the 

architectural characteristics of the unit that influence the 

cost of the house construction. The total dwelling unit 

size, unit form and mechanical core are the basic factors 

influencing housing construction cost. 

The unit size is directly proportional to the 

construction cost in regard to the amount of materials, 

labor and energy. 

The type of building may influence its cost. The 

illustration which follows shows the plan of two buildings 

which have equal floor areas. The rectangular house has one 

and a quarter times as much outside wall to enclose the same 

amount of space as the square house. 
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Floor Area - 900 sq. ft. 
Wall Area -1200 sq. ft. 

Floor Area - 900 sq. ft. 
Wall Area -1500 sq. ft. 

Figure 10. Wall Area Comparison Between Two Building Forms 

The degree of closeness of mechanical facilities in a 

dwelling unit is another factor influencing housing 

construction costs. The cost for mechanical facilities such 

as plumbing, heating and electrical units is directly 

proportional to their distance from each other. They must be 

grouped as much as possible, then located in a proper manner 

for the achievement of the user's needs. 

other factors may also influence overall housing 

constructions cost such as labor and material costs. These 

factors, however, vary from region to region and by 

different levels of quality. In factory-built housing these 
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two factors are most concerned for sustainable housing 

development. In order to reduce overall housing construction 

costs, cost-effective designs and the selection of proper 

construction methods are essential. 

Housing Design Approaches 

Once the major decisions relating to a dwelling unit 

are made--space elements, element dimensions, and spatial 

structure patterns--the next step of the process is to apply 

a cost-effective method in order to minimize dwelling unit 

construction cost and to formulate production units. This 

method is based upon two major goals of this study: 

1. The preceding conclusion of this chapter, which 

stated that the goal of design should be housing that 

affords the three basic spatial needs of the dwelling unit; 

2. The cost factors in terms of architectural 

characteristics of the dwelling unit and production methods. 

The goal of this method is to provide a rational basis 

for decision-making and choosing the optimal solutions from 

the possible plans. Such optimal solutions would satisfy the 

requirements of the sustainable space, and achieve the two 

previous points upon which the study is based. 

cost-Effective Design Method 

The methodogy utilized in this study is a part of the 

sustainable housing design process and a manipulation of the 
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factors and variables of design. The method consists of the 

following steps: 

1. Determining the possible solutions for the dwelling 

unit design arrangements on the base of the spatial 

structure patterns; 

2. Applying the mechanical core unit concept to 

possible plan solutions to select cost-effective dwelling 

plans; 

3. Shaping the dwelling plans into a rectangular form 

based on the predetermined room unit arrangement patterns; 

4. Determining the production unit design methods; 

5. Assigning quantitative values to each room of the 

dwelling unit. The problem is to determine the room 

dimensions to minimize construction cost, while satisfying 

minimum user space needs related to those spaces. 

Production Unit Design Methods 

A concept of design when related to housing 

construction and more particularly to a form of housing 

expresses itself as a process system in which supply, 

production, and distribution are the major components. It 

determines the form of the final output. Factory production 

may economically produce housing in certain generic dwelling 

units through technology and systems. In this study, the 

factory production concept is defined as a dwelling unit 

production. Space formulation in current usage proceeds from 
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a definition of space as a volume. The definition could be 

extended to cover changing patterns of functional 

relationships of spaces. These relationships can be called a 

dwelling unit production system. The dwelling unit may be 

divided into three subsystems: basic functional units, 

component units, and the whole unit. 

Room unit. The basic functional unit defines and 

structures the physical limits of a volume or territory 

based on a predetermined human scale. In this system, the 

architect contributes designs for each functional unit scale 

at various levels. Each unit is modulated and produced 

through the manufacturing process in a factory. Production 

units, that is, functional room units, are transported on 

various carriers to the site and assembled on a permanent 

foundation according to the user's need. For example, the 

basic functional units may include the elements of a 

dwelling space such as the bedroom, living room, kitchen, 

dining room, toilet, bathroom, and utility room. 

The major advantage of this method is the development 

of highly prefinished room units in a number of standard 

sizes which can be put together in practically unlimited 

arrangements to meet the requirements of an individual 

family building. Another advantage is the ease of 

transportation of each unit to the site. However, this 

method requires relatively large amounts of field labor to 

assemble each room unit. 
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The procedure of this method consists of the following 

steps: 

1. Dividing the dwelling unit into functional room 

units based on the functional relationships of each room 

unit; 

2. Assigning quantitative values to each room unit from 

the matrices formulated for room unit dimensions; 

3. Presenting prototype design models. 

Component unit. A component unit may be composed of a 

set of basic functional units. Each component is determined 

by a particular design program. Several combinations of the 

component units become a dwelling unit. For example, a 

dwelling unit is divided into three sub-component units: the 

bedroom component, the living component, and the service 

component. Each component consists of certain design 

elements depending upon the purpose of design goals. The 

bedroom component may include the bedroom, closet, or 

bathroom. The living component may include the living room, 

family room, dining room or utility room. The service 

component may include the toilet, bathroom, kitchen, 

utility, or dining room. The major advantages of this method 

includes the moderate flexibility of the dwelling unit, the 

moderate facility of transportation of each component, and 

the relatively low cost of labor on-site when compared to 

the functional room unit method. 
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The procedure of this method consists of the following 

steps: 

1. Dividing the dwelling unit into sub-component units 

based on the functional or structural relationships of each 

component unit; 

2. Assigning quantitative values to each component unit 

from the matrices formulated for room unit dimensions; 

3. Presenting prototype design models. 

Whole dwelling unit. A dwelling unit may be designed 

and produced as an organic whole, may be called a whole 

unit. In this system, the architect develops a prototype 

dwelling model to satisfy the manufactured production and 

transportation constraints which limit the shape, length or 

width of the dwelling unit. The whole unit is modulated and 

produced through the manufacturing process in a factory. The 

units are transported to the site and assembled on a 

permanent foundation. 

This method requires a minimum amount of field labor. 

But, difficulty in transportation and the limited 

flexibility of dwelling unit are the major disadvantages. 

The procedure of this method consists of the following 

steps: 

1. Determining the dwelling unit plans for factory 

production; 

2. Assigning quantitative values to the whole unit from 

the matrices formulated for room unit dimensions; 
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3. Presenting prototype design models. 

Method to Mininize Construction Cost 

For practical application of the optimal layouts, each 

room must be given quantitative values. The problem is to 

determine the room dimensions to minimize the construction 

cost of dwelling unit. But, the room dimensions should 

satisfy certain design standards such as regulatory minimum 

sizes. This complexity of the problem and the amount of data 

required for planning necessitate the use of a mathematical 

model. The structure of the model is developed so that it 

can be solved using the method of non-linear programming. 

The non-linear programming model is developed to solve the 

problem which consists of an objective function and 

constraints. In mathematical terms, the objective function 

of this optimization problem for the dwelling unit can be 

expressed as: 

minimize 

where 

~ is the total floor area of room ro is the construction 

cost per square foot for room r, and 

n is the number of rooms (l ••. n). 

For the practical application, the number of rooms (N) 

is determined by the needs of occupants. The number of rooms 

formulated in this study (Table 2) may be applied to various 



ranges from one to five households or different housing 

types such as one, two and three bedroom housing. 

The objective function, expressing the goal of 

minimizing cost, would be constrained by the functional 

requirements. The requirements give minimum and maximum 

allowable area for each space, and minimum and maximum 

allowable dimensions. 

Table 2. Room Dimensional Constraints 

Room Length (ft) W1dth (ft) Area (sq ft) 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

----------------------------------------------------------
1 Living room MiLL MaLL MiWL MaWL MiAL MaAL 
2 Kitchen & Dining MiLk MaLK MiWK MaWK MiAK MaAK 
3 Bathroom MiLBa MaLBa MiWBa MaWBa MiABa MaABa 
4 Corridor MiLC MaLC MiWC MaWC MiAC MaAC 
5 Bedroom! MiLBl MaLBl MiWBl MaWBl MiABl MaABl 
6 Bedroom2 MiLB2 MaLB2 MiWB2 MaWB2 MiAB2 MaAB2 
7 Bedroom3 MiLB3 MaLB3 MiWB3 MaWB3 MiAB3 MaAB3 
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note: The characters in this matrix are the dimensions for 
each room unit and will be expresses as numeric values 
in the application stage. 

In solving the problem, the attempt is to find values 

for the unknown variables (ar) that satisfy the constraints 

and also minimize the objective function. 

Values for the coefficient Cr for each room can be 

obtained from the field survey. For the demonstration 

purpose, a simple construction formula is expressed as 

follows (Table 3}: 



Table 3. Cost Value for Coefficient Cr 

Room Coefficient Cr 
------------------------------------

1 Living room 
2 Kitchen 
3 Bathroom 
4 Corridor 
5 Bedroom1 
6 Bedroom2 
7 Bedroom3 

1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

The techniques of solutions for specific problems 
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depend upon the types of the problem. But, this minimization 

model for the dwelling unit is a geometric problem and can 

be solved with algorithms. In Chapter IV, computer programs 

to solve specific problems formulated in the case study will 

be developed. 

Aspects of Sustainable Design Process 

The concepts and methods of sustainable housing design 

are governed by three areas: social, economic and 

architectural concerns. 

social aspects. This design process would be 

sufficiently flexible to meet different social factors, such 

as the households in different socio-economic groups and 

levels, and their different cultural backgrounds and 

lifestyles which are reflected in the different ways they 

make use of the space. The system should also evolve in such 

a way as to match the cultural, social, psychological, and 



economic progress of its users, as well as the growth of 

housing estates, neighborhood and political processes. 
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Economic aspects. The concepts and methods in this 

process involve minimizing housing construction costs. 

Compactness, an integral characteristic of the production 

units, facilitates efficiency. With the decrease in 

available volume per person, compactness is a space-saving 

device. Each production unit can provide an adaptable and 

economic space. The units provide for greater diversity of 

use and consequently greater utilization of a given space. 

There are several economic advantages that this production 

method can provide. Efficient factory production of the 

units cuts the number of hours of labor and saves the amount 

of material resources. Efficiently designed building forms 

reduce the amount of land for the building. Ultimately, the 

builders may save financing costs which can be passed along 

to the buyer. 

Architectural aspects. This process is an operational 

methodology for architecture. It provides a rational basis 

for the design, production, and utilization of housing. The 

architect assumes a position to integrate the design factors 

of dwelling spaces. He contributes the physical functions of 

spaces that each individual can develop according to his own 

needs. This opportunity enhances the user's participation in 

the design process and accomplishes certain design goals 

such as user satisfaction of space use and outside 
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appearance. The combination of advanced technology and mass 

participation allows the production of a continuous space, 

modulated over time to create a viable and flexible living 

environment-together with all of the benefits of industrial 

standards. 

Quality would be controlled in the construction of the 

dwelling space and in the many aesthetic possibilities for 

the arrangement of the units. Quantity would be necessary in 

the industrial production of the components. This 

methodology would create the economic scale and continuity 

of the market required if techniques were to be effective. 

Conclusion 

Sustainable housing in terms of design and construction 

interact with people as well as with resources and economic 

activities. Therefore, housing design and construction are 

influenced by changes in the social, cultural, political, 

and economic conditions. such changes, in addition to the 

considerable time lags between implementing housing designs 

and realizing their effects, make it essential to plan for 

housing development. For promoting the housing development, 

design should be a continuous process responsive to changes 

in conditions and parameters of the housing problem. 

The presented approach can be made responsive to those 

changes by design in stages that are dynamic. The approach 

can also be used for estimating optimal solutions required 
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to ameliorate a housing problem by relaxing the design 

constraints and changing to quality constraints the 

constraints that represent the goals of the housing 

organization relative to total housing need in a region. 

This can be useful in comparing the size of a proposed 

solution with the size of the needed solution for measuring 

the rate of progress toward solving the housing problem. The 

next chapter will address the details of the approach and 

demonstrate its usefulness by applying it to the case of the 

United States. 



CHAPTER IV 

HOUSING DESIGN MODELS AND APPLICATIONS 

The sustainable housing design approach presented in 

Chapter III is applied to the United states. The application 

consists of formulating the analysis of the dwelling units 

and of presenting the models. 

pesign Process and Elements 

This section intends to present a background analysis 

for the model's development. Particular emphasis is placed 

on dwelling units in the United States. The formulation of 

the analysis is based on data gathered mainly during the 

spring and summer of 1993. The following design 

considerations for the United States are formulated as 

design variables for the dwelling unit model development: 

physical elements of a dwelling unit, physical sizes of room 

units, and spatial arrangements of internal dwelling spaces. 

Physical Elements of the Dwelling Unit 

The dwelling space may be defined by the amount of area 

or room needed to perform certain activities. The essential 

needs of people in a house include light, food, water, 

sleep, safety, comfort, companionship, and privacy. From 

this investigation of American house plans, a dwelling unit 
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may be classified into three areas: living, service and 

circulation (Figure 11). 

LIVING 
AREAS 

Corridors 
Stairs 
Halla 

Kitchen 
Dining roo 
Storages 
Utilities 

Toilets 
Closets 

SERVICE 

AREAS 

Figure 11. Space Relationships of a Dwelling Unit 

Living areas. Living areas (living room, family room 

and bedroom) depend upon the location of other spaces. It 

may be called dynamic spaces or dependent spaces. Their 

characteristics are defined as follows: 

- continuous, as a way to overlap homogenous spaces 

and save space. 

- Articulated, as a way to differentiate and connect 

opposite properties of living spaces, such as 

privatejcommon, day/night, quietjnoise. 
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- Dynamic, as the process by which space flexibility 

is achieved. 
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Service areas. Service areas (baths, toilets, dining, 

kitchens, utilities and storage) are spaces characterized by 

their independent location and position. They may be called 

static or independent spaces. The most important 

characteristics of these spaces are defined as: 

- Integral, a characteristic that facilitates freedom 

and efficiency and saves space for other purposes. 

- Static, a method of achieving total flexibility of 

dwelling space. 

The inherent nature of services requires that they be 

separated from living spaces, to which, nevertheless, they 

must also be related. The integral nature of services allows 

economic space and provides for greater utilization of a 

given area. 

Circulation areas. Circulation areas function to 

connect spaces to each other. They may be called 

transitional or distributional spaces. Their characteristics 

are defined as follows: 

- Linear, as a way to save space 

- Articulated, as a way to differentiate and connect 

other spaces. 

Boom Functions and Sizes of the Dwelling Unit 

The phase of applying the approach consisted of 



formulating each room size in quantitative terms and 

establishing fundamental matrices. 
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Human figures and spaces. The proportions and sizes of 

the human figure are the basis for human related space 

design. Distance, height, and volume of physical spaces are 

determined by the dimensions of the human body. 

For a long time, architectural designers thought that 

an intuitive understanding of human physiology was good 

enough for design. During the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci 

created his famous drawing of the human figure, based on the 

Vitruvian norm-man. No discussion of body size and 

proportion, however, would be complete without mentioning 

the so-called Golden Section, the name given in the 19th 

century to the proportion derived from the divisions of a 

line (Panero, 1979, p.l7). It has been claimed that the 

proportion of the Golden Section is far superior to all 

other proportions. While it was employed as a conscious 

element in architectural design during the Renaissance, the 

architecture of antiquity, as well as that of the Middle 

Ages, may also have been designed according to the 

proportion of the Golden Section. 

More recently, Le Corbusier developed what he believed 

to be a universal tool, based on antheropometrical 

dimensions, for scaling the environment for both use and 

aesthetic purposes. He called the scale the "modular'' (Le 

corbusier, 1951). Although Le Corbusier claimed his scale 
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was "anthropocentric" and historically valid, the basic 

height taken for a man in the scale--1.75 meters or 5 feet 

10 inches--was chosen for symbolic rather than statistically 

valid reasons and was more involved with proportion than 

with absolute measurements and function. over the last 

several decades, however, concern for human dimensions and 

body size, as critical factors in the design process, has 

steadily increased (Lang, 1987, pp. 126-127). 

The following references provide data information on 

the body sizes and human spaces based on the human 

biological sciences. The figures provided in the next pages 

are compiled from these three sources. 

1. Panero, Julius, 1966, Anatomy for Interior 

Designers, pp. 8-9. 

2. Panero, Julius and Martin Zelnik, 1979, Human 

Dimension and Interior Spaces, pp. 86-96. 

3. Ramsey, Charles and Harold Sleeper, 1981, 

Architectural Graphic Standards, pp. 2-8. 

Body measurements are important to make decisions about 

physical comfort, about convenience, about legibility and 

visibility. From these references the basic human spaces 

including body standing, body sitting, body passing, and 

basic activitis are formulated in the next pages (Figures 

12-15). This information is considered for the determination 

of space dimensions in a dwelling unit. The body standing 

and sitting are the major factors for the minimum size 
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determination of the furniture and bedroom sizes. The body 

passing and other activities play major roles for the 

minimum size determination of room doors and corridor width. 

r 
5'-11 11 t 

5'-5" 

Man Woman 

Figure 12. Body Standing Sizes: Average Man and Woman 

t 3'-1 11 ~ 
t 2'-9" t 
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+ 1'-3" 

t 
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Fiqure 13. Body Sittinq Dimensions: Man and Woman 
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Figure 14. Body Passing Dimensions 
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Figure 15. Man's Moving Dimensions 
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Living room. This room may be defined as a space which 

provides living activities. It is the center of all the 

family's leisure and entertaining activities. Without a 

separate family room, the living room is generally used for 

receiving and entertaining guests and family activities. 

Other functions may include reading, writing, listening to 

music, watching television, relaxing, and frequently, 

children's play. 

The planning of the living room depends on the demands 

the family expects it to meet. The living room should be 

designed to be pleasing in the proportion of length to 

width. Consideration should be given to adjoining areas, 

such as the dining room, which add to the floor space. 

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and the 

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) require 

minimum square footage for a living room (FHA, 1973, p. 9). 

There are size variations of living room for different 

bedroom houses. However, the size of the smallest dimension 

in all cases is 11 ft. Based on the minimum standard, living 

room dimensions by size are formulated as follows (Tables 4 

and 5). 

Bedroom. The bedroom is defined as a space which 

basically provides for activities of sleeping and resting. 

other activities commonly performed in the bedroom include 

storing clothes, personal care, studying, entertaining, and 

communication. 



Table 4. Suggested Space Dimensions for Living Room 

D1mens1on 

Minimum Width (ft) 
Maximum Width (ft) 

Minimum Length (ft) 
Maximum Length (ft) 

Minimum Area 
Maximum Area 

(sq ft) 
(sq ft) 

Small 

12 
15 

12 
15 

144 
225 

S1ze 
Medium Large 

15 18 
21 21 

15 18 
21 24 

225 324 
441 504 
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Note: Basic module of 3-foot is applied to different sizes 
of room dimensions. It is small enough to accommodate 
actual construction dimension yet large enough for one 
to conceptualize. It corresponds to approximately one 
yard or one meter. 

Table 5. Living Room Size Matrix 

Size 

Type 1 
Type 2 

Small ( S) 

9x12 
12x12 

Medium (M) 

12x15 
15x15 

Large (L) 

15x18 
18x24 

The bedroom is the most basic place in the house. When 

determining the size of the space, special consideration of 

the dimensions should be addressed. The FHA and HUD require 

a minimum dimension of 8 feet. The minimum storage 

requirement is one closet 3' in width and 2' in depth. It 

must be high enough to permit 5' of hanging space and be 

equipped with a clothes rod and a shelf that will have at 

least 8" of clear space over it. Applying the basic 3-foot 

module, different sizes of bedroom dimensions are formulated 

as follows (Tables 6 and 7). 



Table 6. Suggested Space Dimensions for Bedroom 

D1mens1on 

M1n1mum W1dth (ft) 
Maximum Width (ft) 

Minimum Length (ft) 
Maximum Length (ft) 

Minimum Area (sq ft) 
Maximum Area (sq ft) 

Table 7. Bedroom Size Matrix 

S1ze 
Type 1 
Type 2 

Small ( s) 
9x9 

9x12 

S1ze 
Small Medium 

9 12 
12 15 

9 12 
15 15 

81 144 
108 180 

Med1um (M) 
12x12 
12x15 

Large 
15 
21 

15 
21 

225 
441 

Large (L) 
15x15 
15x18 

Kitchen. The kitchen is defined as a space for food 

preparation, serving and cleanup after a meal. The kitchen 
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design should permit efficient operation in the performance 

of these functions. Other functions that may occur include 

food storage, utensil and general storage, eating, laundry, 

and other miscellaneous activities. The sink, the range and 

the refrigerator have been the traditional elements for food 

preparation and cleanup. 

The size of the kitchen is determined by the size of 

the family and the level of living. According to the 

facility arrangements, kitchens can be classified into four 

types (Figure 16): (1) straight-line or galley, (2) 

parallel, (3) U type, and (4) L type. 



Straight Line Type Parallel Type 

L Type U Type 

Figure 16. Four Basic Types of Kitchen 

Source: DeChiara and Koppleman, Manual of Housing Planning 
and Design Criteria, 1975, P. 422 

The galley-type arrangement is used for kitchenettes 

that meet the minimum requirement. The parallel and U 
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arrangements are considered the most efficient in regard to 

movement and working relationships. The L is more common 

when used in a large kitchen, which makes possible an eating 

area. 

For this study, kitchen dimensions by size are 

formulated as follows (Tables 8 and 9). 

Dining room. This room is defined as a space which 

provides for eating. Other activities such as talking, 

studying, or playing games may occur in the area. The amount 

of space allocated to dining should be based on the number 

of persons to be served and the proper circulation space. 



Table 8. Suggested Space Dimensions for Kitchen 

D~mens~on 

M~n~mum W~dth (ft) 
Maximum Width (ft) 

Minimum Length (ft) 
Maximum Length (ft) 

Minimum Area 
Maximum Area 

Table 9. Kitchen 

S~ze 

Type 1 
Type 2 

(sq ft) 
(sq ft) 

Size Matrix 

Small ( S) 
6x9 
9x9 

s~ze 

Small Medium 
6 9 
9 12 

6 9 
9 12 

54 81 
54 108 

MedJ.um (M) 
9x12 
9x15 

Large 
12 
15 

12 
15 

144 
180 

Large (L) 
12x15 
12x18 

The FHA requires a minimum dimension of 8 feet. For this 

study, dining dimensions by size are formulated as follows 

(Tables 10 and 11). 

Table 10. Suggested Space Dimensions for Dining 

Dimension Size 
Small Medium 

M~nJ.mum W~dth (ft) 9 9 
Maximum Width (ft) 9 12 

Minimum Length (ft) 9 9 
Maximum Length (ft) 9 12 

Minimum Area (sq ft) 81 108 
Maximum Area (sq ft) 81 144 

Table 11. Dining Room Size Matrix 

size 
Type 1 
Type 2 

Small ( s) 
6x9 
9x9 

Medium (M) 
9x12 
9x15 

Room 

Large 
12 
15 

12 
15 

180 
225 

Large (L) 
12x15 
12x18 
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For the purpose of efficient space planning, the 

kitchen and dining room may be considered as a functional 

space. The following table suggests spacial dimensions for a 

combined kitchen and dining area (Tables 12 and 13). 

Table 12. Suggested Space Dimensions for Combined Kitchen 
and Dining Room 

D1mens1on S1ze 
Small Medium Large 

Minimum W1dth (ft) 12 15 18 
Maximum Width (ft) 18 21 24 

Minimum Length (ft) 12 15 18 
Maximum Length (ft) 18 21 24 

Minimum Area (sq ft) 180 225 324 
Maximum Area (sq ft) 270 378 504 

Table 13. Combined Kitchen and Dining Room Size Matrix 

S1ze 
Type 1 
Type 2 

Small ( S) 
9x12 

12x12 

Med1um (M) 
12x15 
12x18 

Large (L) 
15x18 
15x21 

Bathroom. This space is utilized for personal hygiene. 

The basic functions of the bathroom include the activities 

of washing and bathing, and also such activities as hand 

laundering and infant care. The arrangement of fixtures, the 

number of persons to be served, and the character of the 

dwelling will influence the size. The primary fixtures are 

the lavatory, water closet, and bath tub or shower. Bathroom 

dimensions by size are formulated in Tables 14 and 15. 



Table 14. Suggested Space Dimensions for Bathroom 

D~mens~on 

M~n~mum 
Maximum 

Minimum 
Maximum 

Minimum 
Maximum 

Table 15. 

S1ze 
Type 1 
Type 2 

W~dth (ft) 
Width (ft) 

Length (ft) 
Length (ft) 

Area (sq ft) 
Area (sq ft) 

Bathroom Size Matrix 

Small ( s) 
5x6 
6x9 

Sampling for American House Plan 

S~ze 

Small Medium 
5 6 
6 9 

5 6 
6 9 

30 42 
36 81 

Med1um (M) 
9x9 

9x12 

Large 
6 

12 

6 
12 

54 
144 

Large (L) 
12x12 
12x15 

Once the elements and sizes of the dwelling space are 

determined, the next step is to determine the spatial 

arrangements of the dwelling elements. The spatial 
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organization of a dwelling unit reflects a particular 

pattern of social relations which is integral to the culture 

of a given society. This is a guiding theory for spatial 

arrangement of a dwelling unit model. A study was conducted 

to determine spatial organization pattern of the American 

house plan. A procedure for the analysis is as follows: (1) 

identifying sources for American house plans, (2) sampling 

criteria, and (3) formulating spatial organization patterns. 

sources for American house plans. The American sources 

for the unit plans were nationally distributed 
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"catalogue-type" books. No one city in the United States 

represents the American city. It was for this reason that 

the nationally distributed catalogue books were chosen as 

the sampling sources for the American house plans. Using 

this type of source, it was assumed that the problem of 

regional diversity of American housing could be avoided. A 

list of published catalogue books was extracted from the 

Library of Congress Subject Catalogue. For a specific 

region, the local government, universities or architectural 

firms may provide information on regional housing plans. For 

other countries, the government or architectural firms may 

be the major sources for house plans. If they do not provide 

written documents, field surveys on the existing residential 

area may be conducted. 

Sampling criteria. A set of general sampling criteria 

was established prior to sampling. These criteria were 

applied in the sampling of American plans. First, the 

sampling was limited to only one-story single family house 

plans because they could be applied to a wide range of 

housing types. In order to allow for local variation in 

house plan (e.g., urban versus rural) and climate design 

factors, the sampling was restricted to urban houses, where 

the largest housing market exists. In order to obtain 

homogenous samples with regard to socio-economic status of 

the residents, sampling was restricted to houses that had as 

least two bedrooms and a living room. In summary, the 



following general criteria were applied to the sampling 

procedure for American houses: 

- Houses in urban and suburban areas, 

- Single-story units, 

- Housing with at least 2 bedrooms and a living room, 

and 

- elimination of extremely large houses in terms of 

building area (greater than 2000 sq feet). 

The following books were selected to sample house plans. 

1. Architectural Designs, Vol. 1, No. 6, 1984 

(December), New York: Davis. 

2. America's Best Home Plans, Vol. 1, No. 1 and 2, 

1984, New York: Harris. 

3. One-Story Homes 470 home plans, 1986, Tucson, 

Arizona: Home Planners. 
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4. Dream Homes, Axelrod, Jerold, Blue Ridge Summit, PA: 

TAB Books Inc. 

5. Affordable Home Plans: 430 home plans, 1989, Tucson, 

Arizona: Home Planners. 

6. 200 Budget-Smart Home Plans, 1992, Tucson Arizona: 

Home Planners. 

7. 200 Narrow-Lot Home Plans, 1992, Tucson Arizona: 

Home Planners. 
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Spatial Organization of the American House 

Analysis of the data base formulated the general 

characteristics of spatial organizations reflected in 

American house plans and identified three basic patterns of 

dwelling spatial organization. 

The analysis of American house plans. A peculiar 

feature of the American house rarely found in other 

countries is a corridor or transitional space. In the 

American houses, the bedrooms and bathrooms are usually 

clustered on one side of the house. They are connected to 

the other part of the house only by this transitional space. 

Compared with all the major spaces, it is shallower in 

depth. In other words, occupants are more likely to 

encounter each other in this space. However, with respect to 

relative visual access and exposure, it falls in the middle 

between the more visually integrated communal spaces, i.e., 

the living room and the entrance, and the less visually 

integrated bedrooms. A typical path to any of the bedrooms 

for one who just entered a house is the following: 

entrance--transitional space--bedroom (see Figure 17). Thus, 

a person would not have to go through the living room, where 

he would likely encounter high visual surveillance and 

accountability for his/her own behavior. 

The living room functions as a place for social 

gatherings (Figure 18). It is usually located at the center 

of the house. Sometimes, it serves as the main transitional 
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MODEL A 

Figure 17. Entrance as a Major Distribution Center 

Source: Home Planners, One-Story Homes, 1986, p. 178 

~ .. ... ,. ... 

MODEL 8 

Figure 18. Living Room as a Major Distribution Center 

source: Home Planners, Affordable Home Plans, 1989, p . 60 
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space with or without entrance, since it is directly 

connected to most of the other spaces. 
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Another characteristic of the American house is the 

provision for internal privacy. One's path from his bedroom 

to the kitchen does not include the living room. Thus, 

mutual visual contact among family members can be minimized 

in the house (Figure 19). This is consistent with Rapoport's 

argument (1969) that western houses have extreme internal 

privacy but decreased privacy from outside. 

-

MODEL C 

Figure 19. Corridor as a Major Distribution Center 

source: Home Planners, One-Story Homes, 1986, p. 183 
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The kitchen is deeper than the communal spaces such as 

the living room and the entrance, but shallower than the 

bedrooms. The kitchen is usually enclosed by four walls. At 

the same time, the kitchen has at least two, but no more 

than four connections to other spaces. When the family room 

is provided adjacent to the kitchen, the wall between them 

is removed. In houses where family rooms do not exist, the 

kitchen is usually open to the dining room or living room. 

As a whole, the kitchen is more visually integrated with the 

rest of the house. 

The master bedroom, as its label clearly denotes, is 

the room for the head of the house. Usually, it is the 

deepest space, especially from the entrance. The spatial 

depth of the master bedroom is increased by the introduction 

of a new intermediate space between the living room and the 

master bedroom. It might look like a corridor or another 

type of transitional space. 

There are two kinds of bathrooms. One is used by the 

occupants of the other bedrooms and visitors. The other one 

is attached to the master bedroom. 

other bedrooms are relatively deep, and certainly 

spatially deeper than any communal space such as an entrance 

and a living room. They are also visually isolated from the 

other spaces in the house than are the communal spaces. It 

is less likely that a person in the bedrooms would be seen 

by others or be able to see them. In summary, the American 
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houses provide their occupants with optimal individual 

control over social encounters among themselves and between 

themselves and visitors. 

Three Patterns of Spatial Organization 

Based on the analysis of American house plans, three 

basic patterns were formulated by the space distribution 

center. These three basic patterns will be used for spatial 

arrangements for model development. There is a wide 

variation depending upon the additional room elements. 

However, three types are common in all cases if the basic 

functional units (entrance, corridor, bedroom, bathroom, 

living room, kitchen and dining) are considered. From three 

patterns, four distinct activity areas were distinguished: 

public areas (living rooms), semipublic areas (kitchens and 

dining rooms), private areas (bedroom and bath rooms), and 

transitional areas (entrance and corridor). 

Entrance type. In this dwelling organization, the 

entrance is a salient feature and space distribution center. 

The entrance is closer to the actual interior than to the 

public domain of the house. It is attached to the main body 

of the building and serves as an entry point from the 

exterior to the interior of the house. In order words, there 

is a spatially distinctive entry point to the interior 

spaces. The entrance in Figure 20 carries symbolic meaning 

(e.g., as a passageway into the house), and it serves as a 
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formal reception area, e.g., as a place to greet guests. The 

entrance and living room share the function as a 

transitional space, but the entrance is more likely to be 

used as the transitional space. The corridor is linked to 

the entrance, not to the living room, and it runs through 

the bedroom cluster. Consequently, it serves as a major 

transitional space in addition to the entrance. In this type 

of spatial arrangement, one would not have to go through the 

living room when moving from the entrance to any of the 

bedroom through the corridor. In addition, when a guest 

arrives, the host can greet him at the entrance and lead him 

directly into the living room without allowing him to view 

the private parts of the house--the bedroom cluster. 

This spatial pattern provides maximum privacy because 

the transitional area (corridor) separates the private areas 

and the public areas. Visual privacy is quite good and noise 

penetration is minimized. However, this pattern increases 

the area devoted to circulation among entrance, bedroom, 

living room and kitchen. Consequently, it may increase the 

total dwelling unit size. 

From this pattern, numerous spatial room arrangements 

are possible by rotating each room unit. But, if four 

activity areas are applied, they could be reduced to one 

generic arrangement (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Model A: Entrance as a Major Distribution Center 

Living room center type. In this type, the living room 

area is the major space distribution center in the dwelling 

space. As an only symbolic meaning, an entrance exists. The 

living room carries multi-functions. The living area serves 

as a place for social gathering and as the main transitional 

space since it is directly connected to most of the other 

space. The actual destination of the occupants and guests' 

movement toward other space is determined in the living 

room. The corridor also controls the private areas of 

bedrooms and bathroom. The kitchen is deeper than the 

communal spaces such as the living room, but shallower than 

the bedrooms. 
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This spatial structure does not provide the same degree 

of privacy afforded by the entrance type (Figure 21). 

Minimum circulation areas among each room elements are a 

merit. However, this pattern also increases the circulation 

areas between private (bedroom and bathroom) and semiprivate 

areas (kitchen and dining). 

I!IBr ' Master !sdrcc.
Br ; !sdrcc.-
Ba I flatbrcc.-

C' a-rrido:r 
B; lin traDes 

L I Living axx. 
J: ; l:itcbsn 
D I Dining axx. 

Figure 21. Model B: Living Room as a Major Distribution 
Center 

concentric type. The overall structure of this type is 

similar to the living center type. But the semiprivate areas 

(kitchen and dining) are directly connected to the 

transitional area (corridor) (Figure 22). The corridor 

functions as the distribution center among private, 
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semiprivate and public areas. This type provides minimum 

circulation areas, and consequently has a high possibility 

of compact size. This relationship provides internal privacy 

since one's path from his bedroom to the kitchen does not 

include the living room. Thus, mutual visual contact among 

family members can be avoided in the house. 
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Figure 22. Model c: Corridor as a Major Distribution Center 
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Design Method for Model Development 

In the previous sections of this chapter, the physical 

elements, the sizes of each elements and types of spatial 

arrangement were determined. This section presents a method 

to minimize the construction cost of dwelling unit. The 

method consists of the following steps: 

1. Formulating conceptual spatial arrangements; 

2. Applying the mechanical core unit to the conceptual 

arrangements; 

3. Shaping the dwelling unit into a rectangular form; 

and 

4. Determining the production methods, and assigning 

quantitative values to each room dimension from the room 

dimension matrix. 

The first step in the model development process is to 

develop conceptual spatial arrangements. The conceptual 

spatial arrangements are formulated based on the room 

elements and spatial structure patterns formulated in the 

previous section. This study considers two types of dwelling 

unit: two bedroom and three bedroom units. 

For a two bedroom unit, the basic room units are 

determined including entrance (E), bedroom 1 (Br1), bedroom 

2 (Br2), bathroom (Ba), living room (L), kitchen (K), dining 

(D), and corridor (C). 

For a three bedroom unit, the basic room units include 

entrance (E), bedroom 1 (Br1), bedroom 2 (Br2), bedroom 3 
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(Br3), bathroom 1 (Bal), bathroom 2 (Ba2), living room (L), 

kitchen (K), dining (D), and corridor (C). 

For spatial room arrangements, the three basic 

structure patterns were identified: Entrance, Living room 

center and Concentric types. Six alternative arrangements 

are possible for each pattern. The following diagram 

provides six alternative space arrangements for entrance 

pattern dwelling unit (Figures 23-25). 
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Figure 23. Six Alternative Space Arrangements for Model A 
(Entrance Type) 
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Six Alternative Space Arrangements for Model B 
(Living Room Center Type) 
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Figure 25. Six Alternative Arrangements for Model C 
(Concentric Type) 
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The second step involves applying a service core to 

each conceptual plan. The service core consists of a 

bathroom, kitchen facilities and other mechanical systems. 

The application of the service core limited the number of 

arrangement alternatives to six arrangements. For each 

pattern, two alternatives are determined. The following 

diagram provides possible cost-effective spatial 

arrangements (Figure 26). 

MCX:lEL A: ENI'RANCB PATI'ERN 

MCXlEL B: LIVING ROCM c:mn"ER PATI'ERN 

NOOEL C: c::aalmUC PATI'ERN 

Figure 26. Diagrams for Cost-Effective Space Arrangements 
for Each Design Model 
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The third step in the process is the application of 

other cost-effective design rules. Besides the application 

of the service core to the spatial arrangement, two cost

effective design rules were applied for the model 

development. One possible way to reduce the construction 

cost is to reduce the size of the dwelling unit. The 

practical way to reduce size is to minimize the circulation 

movement line or corridor areas within the dwelling unit. 

For unit proportion, the optimal solution occurs when 

the width and length of a unit are equal. Since the 

combination of various room units have a wide range of 

sizes, the rectangular form is considered as most efficient 

in regard to the whole dwelling size. 

From the cost-effective space arrangements presented in 

the previous pages, one generic form for each pattern may be 

formulated as an optimal solution because the other form is 

arranged by exchanging the room component and living 

component at the axis of bathroom and corridor or entrance. 

The solution (a) in Figures 27 and 28 represents entrance 

type generic form. The solution (b) and (c), representing 

the living room center and the concentric type, 

respectively, are the same arrangements spatially, but the 

internal circulations are different by the location and size 

of the corridor. 



-

Model A Model B Model C 

Figure 27. Optimal Space Arrangements for Two-Bedroom 
Dwelling Unit Design 

Model A Model B Model c 

Figure 28. Optimal Space Arrangements for Three-bedroom 
Dwelling Unit Design 
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The fourth step of the method is to make a unit plan 

for each production method. 

In Chapter III, three basic unit production methods 

were discussed and determined which include basic functional 

units, component units and a whole unit. Each production 

method may be utilized by the current factory construction 

methods. For the basic functional units and a whole unit 
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production, the unit plans are straightforward. For the 

basic functional production, a dwelling model is divided 

into functional room units such as bedrooms, living room, 

kitchen, dining room, bathroom and etc. Quantitative values 

are given to each unit according to the predetermined 

dimensions. Quantitative values are drawn from the matrix 

formulated for the room unit dimension. For the whole unit, 

each cost-effective dwelling model represents the whole. For 

this production method, practical limitations, such as 

weight, length or width of the model, must be considered. 

However, for the component production method, there are 

various ways to make a model into component units. 

An investigation of the two bedroom and three bedroom 

plan variations at the component unit level from the 

conceptual arrangements indicated that they could be reduced 

to two generic forms, living areas plus service areas (L+S) 

and bedroom areas plus living room areas (B+Lr). Further 

manipulation of the elements by rotating, offsetting and 

varying the component's proportions, will produce seemingly 

very different plans that are appropriate for different site 

conditions, but which retain essentially similar functional 

relationships. 

The L+S form, functional component, is a dwelling unit 

that consists of living areas and service areas. In this 

way, living areas include bedrooms and a living room. 

service areas include bathrooms, kitchen and other 



mechanical services. Each component is subdivided into 

subcomponents depending upon a certain production purpose 

(Figure 29). 

Living Areas 
------------
Living room 
Bedrooms + 

Service Areas 

Kitchen 
Bathrooms 
Utilities 
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Figure 29. Component Method of a Dwelling Unit by Function 

The other generic component form is that a dwelling 

unit consists of a bedroom component and a living component. 

Each component is formulated by spatial adjacency. The 

bedroom component include bedrooms and bathrooms. The living 

room includes living room, dining room and kitchen. Each 

component may also be divided into subcomponents in various 

ways (Figure 30). 

Sleeping Areas 

Bedrooms 
Bathrooms + 
Storages/Closets 

Living Areas 

Living/Family room 
Dining & Kitchen 
Utilities 
Washing 

Figure 30. Component Method of Dwelling Unit by Adjacency 

The following diagrams provide how each component could 

generate various plan variations (Figures 31 and 32). 
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The bedroom component in a dwelling unit is usually 

rectangular in shape with proportions that vary from house 

to house. The basic elements within the bedroom component 

may include: bedrooms, bathrooms, clothing, linen and 

general storage or access corridors. Of these elements, the 

most critical key plan determinants are the location of the 

access corridor and bathroom. 

The living room component in a dwelling unit may 

contain the living, dining, kitchen and family room 

functions, as well as, in some instances, the entry closets, 

general storage and laundry areas. As a plan determinant, 

the kitchen is the most significant element in the living 

area component. Its specific location within the living room 

area component will dramatically change the character and 

quality of the space, in particular, whether it orients to 

the entrance yard or to the back of the single-story house. 

The fifth step involves assigning quantitative values 

to each room of the dwelling unit. The problem is to 

determine the room dimensions to minimize the construction 

cost, while satisfying planning, regulatory and user space 

needs related to those spaces. This complexity of the 

problem and the amount of data required planning necessitate 

the use of a mathematical model. To illustrate how the 

problem of selecting dimensioning vectors may be formulated, 

the two representations of two and three dwelling unit space 

layouts have been selected (Figure 33). The dimensionless 
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representation (a) in Figure 33 may be applied to three 

optimal layouts of two-bedroom dwelling unit design by 

designating each room into the labeled number. For example, 

three optimal solutions of the two-bedroom dwelling unit may 

be designated as follows: 

For the entrance type, 1: living room, 2: kitchen and 

dining, 3: bathroom, 4: corridor, 5: bedroom and entrance, 

and 6: bedroom. 

For the living room center and the concentric types, 1: 

living room, 2: kitchen and dining, 3: bathroom, 4: 

corridor, 5: bedroom, and 6: bedroom. 

The dimensionless representation (b) in Figure 33 may 

be applied to three-bedroom dwelling unit design. The 

labeled number in the smaller rectangles may represent each 

room unit. If one wishes to design a three-bedroom unit with 

two bathrooms based on the optimal solutions presented in 

this study, the numbers may represent room units in the 

following manner: 1: living room, 2: kitchen and dining, 3: 

two bathrooms, 4: corridor, 5: bedroom 1, 6: bedroom 2, and 

7: bedroom 3. 

The model developed to solve the problem as formulated 

consists of an objective function and constraints. 

In mathematical terms, the objective function of this 

optimization problem for the dwelling unit can be expressed 

as follows: 
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~ is the total floor area of room r, 
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o is the construction cost per square foot for room r, and 

n is the number of rooms (1 .•. n). It is determined based on 

needs of the occupants. 

The objective function, expressing the goal of 

minimizing cost, would be constrained by functional 

requirements. The functional requirements give minimum and 

maximum allowable areas for each space, and minimum and 
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maximum allowable dimensions. The following room dimensional 

constraints are formulated based on the matrix determined 

for the room unit in the previous section of this chapter 

(Table 16). 

Table 16. Room Dimensional Constraints 

Room length (ft) width (ft) area (sq ft) 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

1 l1v1ng room 9 18 9 18 144 270 
2 kitchen 6 12 6 12 81 225 
3 bathroom 6 12 6 12 54 108 
4 corridor 3 12 3 12 9 81 
5 bedroom1 12 21 12 21 144 324 
6 bedroom2 9 18 9 15 81 225 
7 bedroom3 6 12 6 12 54 144 

This is a very simple construction-cost formula. A more 

elaborate objective function could obviously be formulated 

if desired. It is only for the illustrative purpose. Actual 

cost coefficient may be obtained from the field survey in a 

project area. Values for the coefficient Cr are as follows 

(Table 17). 

Table 17. Cost Values for Coefficient Cr 

Room 1 living 2 Kitchen 3 bathroom 4 corridor 
Cr 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 

Room 5 bedroom1 6 bedroom2 7 bedroom3 
cr 1.0 1.0 1.0 

This optimization model for the dwelling space unit is 

a geometric program and can be solved with algorithms. 
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Computer programs by using C-language were designed to solve 

the problems (see Appendix). The following diagrams are 

optimal solutions to meet the room dimensional contraints 

(Figures 34 and 35). 
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Figure 34. A Cost Minimizing Two-Bedroom Unit Plan 
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Model Presentation 

In facing many practical problems, it is more realistic 

to specify dimensioning requirements in terms of ranges of 

acceptable values rather than fixed values. For example, one 

might allow the length of a room to vary between 9 and 15 

ft, the area to vary between 100 and 120 square ft. The 

computer program developed in the previous section generated 

all feasible solutions satisfying room dimensional 

constraints. The solutions are not as a single list of 

decision values in terms of room dimensions which minimize 

the construction cost but initially as a set of lists in 

order of optimal performance. It is important for the 

designer to know what other alternatives occur near the 

optimal decisions. 

Based on the optimal dwelling layouts and cost 

minimizing dimensions found by computer programming, this 

section presents five prototype dwelling unit plan examples 

(3 two-bedroom and 2 three-bedroom). Their dimensions are 

selected from the solutions of the computer program and 

presented by manipulating the internal layouts of the 

generic types of the optimal dwelling unit. 

2-720A unit plan. As a prototype dwelling unit, the 

model 2-720 is a 24x30 or 720 square feet compact size from 
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2-720A unit plan. As a prototype dwelling unit, the 

model 2-720 is a 24x30 or 720 square feet compact size from 

a three-foot module (Figure 36). It is composed of two 

bedrooms and a bath in addition to living, kitchen, dining, 

utility, and closets. 

The corridor provides for the privacy of the private 

areas and the kitchen directly connected to the corridor 

also provides internal privacy. Rectangular shape close to 

square minimizes corridor size and reduces whole unit size. 

A provision of service core is another cost factor. 

A manufactured garage or carport could be added on 

either side of the rectangular plan. Two production methods 

may be used to construct this plan. Five basic functional 

units, 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, 1 kitchen and living room, 

may be produced in factory, delivered and assembled on-site. 

By the component method, two components (12x24 and 18x24) or 

four components (2 12x12 and 2 12x18) units may be produced 

in factory, transported and assembled on-site. However, the 

whole unit method may not be fit to produce this plan since 

the limitation of the unit width (14 ft highway regulation 

in the United States). 

The flexibility of the design enables the user to 

change the plan into bigger size variations, basement 

variations or three bedroom models by changing the component 

units. This model may be adaptable for a single family unit, 

duplex, row-house, or high-rise housing. 
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2-720B unit plan. As an efficient basic dwelling unit 

plan, the model 2-720 is a 24x30 foot rectangular floor plan 

with an area of 720 square feet from a three-foot module 

(Figure 37). It is composed of two bedrooms and a bath in 

addition to living, kitchen, dining, utility, and closets. 

Plan layout may reflect the interest in combining the 

economies of high density land use with the energy 

conserving and low maintenance benefits. 

The corridor between private zones (bedroom and 

bathroom) and public zones (living areas) provides a buffer 

zone for privacy of the private areas, and rectangular shape 

close to square minimizes traffic routes and reduces whole 

unit size. Another cost-effective aspect of this plan is a 

provision of service core in which bathroom, kitchen and 

utility room are grouped together. 

A manufactured garage or carport could be added on 

either side of the rectangular plan. Two production methods 

may be used to construct this plan (Figure 38). Five basic 

functional room units, 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, 1 kitchen and 

living room, may be produced in factory, delivered and 

assembled on-site. By the component method, two (15x24) or 

four same size (12x15) units may also be produced in 

factory, transported and assembled on-site. The whole unit 

method may not be fit to produce this plan given the 14 ft 

highway regulation. The flexibility of the design enables 

the user to change the plan into basement variations or 
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three bedroom models. Design variety is achieved through the 

manipulation of the entrance location, garage or patio. 

Similarly, this model may be adaptable for a single family 

unit, duplex, row-house, or high-rise housing. 
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2-864 plan unit. This is an entrance type dwelling unit 

model. The model is a 24x36 foot rectangular floor plan with 

an area of 864 square feet from a three-foot module (Figure 

39). The basic two bedroom units include the energy 

conscious components of open plan living/dining areas and an 

airlock entry. 

A manufactured garage or carport could be added on 

either side of the rectangular plan. Two production methods 

may be used to construct this plan. Five basic functional 

units, 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, 1 kitchen and living room, 

may be produced in factory, delivered and assembled on-site. 

By the component method, two same size components of 12x36 

or four same size components of 12x18 units may be produced 

in factory, transported and assembled on-site. However, the 

whole unit method may not be fit to produce this plan since 

the limitation of the unit width (14 ft highway regulation 

in the United States). 

The flexibility of the model design enables the 

homeowner to choose from among a range of alternatives, 

including: partially expanded units of slightly greater 

area, full-basement variations, and three bedroom models 

(Figure 40). Similarly, the builder/developer may elect to 

use multiple-unit combinations, such as semi-detached, zero 

lot line and single and multi-story schemes. 
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3-1080A plan unit. As a prototype dwelling unit, the 

model 3-1080 is a 30x36 foot rectangular floor plan with an 

area of 1080 square feet from a three-foot module (Figure 

41). It is composed of three bedrooms and one bath in 

addition to living room, kitchen, dining room, utility room, 

and closets. 

The location of corridor in the center of the unit 

minimizes traffic routes and reduce whole unit size. Another 

cost-effective aspect of this plan is a provision of service 

core in which bathroom, kitchen and utility room are grouped 

together. 

A manufactured garage or carport could be added on 

either side of the rectangular plan. Two production methods, 

particularly the functional unit method, may be used to 

construct this plan. Six of the same size component units 

(12x15) give a lot of flexibility for the unit arrangement. 

By the component method, three same size components (12x15) 

may be produced in factory, transported and assembled on

site. However, the whole unit method may not be fit to 

produce this plan due to the highway limitation of the unit 

width. 

The flexibility of the model design enables to the 

occupants to choose a range of alternatives, including 

partially or full expanded units. Similarly, this model may 

be adaptable for a single family unit, duplex, row-house, or 

high-rise housing. 
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3-10808 plan unit. As a prototype dwelling unit, the 

model 3-1080 is a 30x36 foot rectangular floor plan with an 

area of 1080 square feet from a three-foot module (Figure 

42). It is composed of three bedrooms and two baths in 

addition to a living room, kitchen, dining room, utility 

room, and closets. 

The corridor provides for the internal privacy of the 

private areas, and the small dimension of the corridor 

minimizes traffic routes and reduces whole unit size. 

Another cost-effective aspect of this plan is a provision of 

the service core in which bathroom, kitchen and utility room 

are grouped together. 

A manufactured garage or carport could be added on the 

right side of the rectangular plan. Two production methods 

may be fit to produce this plan (Figure 43). Six functional 

units or two component units (21x30 and 15x30) or four 

component units (2 15x21 and 2 15x15) units may be produced 

in factory, transported and assembled on-site. However, the 

whole unit method may not used to produce this plan due to 

the highway limitation of the unit width. 

The flexibility of the design enables the user to 

change the plan into basement variations. Similarly, this 

model may be adaptable for a single family unit, duplex, 

row-house, or high-rise housing. 
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Application Strategies 

An innovative design process for enhancing the 

effectiveness of housing planning is developed in this 

study. It is applied to the United States in order to meet a 

user's need in space and to minimize construction cost under 

the given design constraints. The purpose of applying the 

approach to the housing of the United States is to aid in 

understanding the details of the approach and to demonstrate 

its usefulness. It is important to note that the proposed 

housing models are an attempt to establish a basis for the 

housing design process. It does not necessarily mean that 

they are the only or best solution for any society or set of 

environment conditions. 

When the concept and methodology developed in this 

study are applied to other areas which have their unique 

socio-cultural backgrounds, implementation of the approach 

at different stages of development requires the adoption of 

different strategies or different objectives for the use of 

the approach. A single strategy is not applicable to all 

stages of the process. 

The concept of Sustainable Housing may be used as a 

conceptual framework and a general guideline for housing 

design process. The key principles of the Sustainable 

Housing are based on space in environmental quality, 

economic affordability and efficiency in resources 

utilization and manufacturing. At the early stage of the 
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housing development, the implementation requires an 

environment in which the possibility of change is accepted, 

and the possibility of gain from technological improvement 

and innovation is recognized. There are situations in which 

deficiencies in the institutional environment or attitudes 

unfavorable to change are critical limiting factors. 

At an intermediate stage of development, the need for 

optimizing the use of the resources is related to certain 

distinguishing features of this stage of development: 

1. the demand for housing is increasing substantially; 

2. capital for expanding industrial sector is 

particularly scarce. 

At this stage, adopting an integrated design approach 

for housing development is essential for increasing the 

efficiency of the housing sector based on analysis of the 

characteristics of the existing housing process, the 

available and limiting resources, and the planning 

objectives. 

The ultimate goal of the activities of housing 

planning, design and construction is to provide an 

acceptable and economical dwelling for people. This is a 

difficult task since the inclinations and desires of people 

vary to a great extent; yet these must be determined and 

then used as data in the planning and decision processes. 

The next stage of the design process is a determination 

of user needs in space. The determination of user needs 
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remains one of the more important issues in housing 

development. Specific user needs in space among nations may 

be different to a great extent. However, some needs appear 

to have a high degree of generality. Those include 

flexibility of space use, amount of privacy among family 

members and between them and guests, adaptability of the use 

dwelling unit for different family sizes and composition, 

and the response of the dwelling unit to norms of use 

inherent in cultural patterns. Research to identify the 

current patterns of space need and the views of the users 

regarding housing design and arrangements is clearly needed. 

The purpose of such an investigation is to develop a 

scientific basis for an adequate design methodology of 

dwelling units along with a similar basis for introducing a 

greater flexibility into the layout of the housing unit, and 

thus to overcome the insufficient attention to tenant 

requirements in mass housing development. 

Physical elements, feasible size ranges, and spatial 

organization patterns are the basic elements of dwelling 

needs in space design. This study demonstrated how those 

factors are integrated in the design process. The expression 

of shelter also influences the types of dwellings people 

choose. Research should be conducted to show how the 

specific cultural codes in a certain socio-cultural groups 

are transmitted by different housing forms and styles of 

external appearance. Since the space designs proposed in 
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this study are compact and small size, exterior design 

should be focused to avoid monotonous or simple features. 

Careful design can make a small house appear spacious, even 

luxurious, by the use of skylights, high ceiling, windows 

above eye level, light-colored walls, and mirrors. 

The next step of the process is the formulation of cost 

factors in dwelling unit design. The method developed in 

this study is to apply architectural characteristics of 

construction cost inherent in dwelling unit form, proportion 

and service core to the determined space patterns. Compact 

and rectangular form minimize construction cost. Service 

spaces located as close as possible reduce housing 

construction cost. 

These principles could be applied to any other areas as 

long as they satisfy the arrangement patterns. In this step, 

possible optimal arrangements of space can be developed by 

graphic presentation. Those represent possible courses of 

action or framework for replicability of housing design. 

Once the optimal layouts are determined, the design 

problem in order to determine the dimensional vectors of 

room is formulated in quantitative terms. The programming 

model consists of an objective function and constraints. In 

this study, the main objective is to minimize construction 

costs. However, other objectives may be formulated depending 

upon various housing design programs such as minimization of 



winter heat loss, optimization of overall thermal 

performance or maximization of usable floor area. 
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Design constraints are major design variables. Data can 

be collected based upon the national, regional or local 

standards in a country. The housing standards are derived 

from the current housing policy including standards for 

space consumption, ability to pay, and subsidy needs. In 

actual planning application, those standards would have to 

be scrutinized, researched, and perhaps modified to provide 

for changing needs and conditions. 

The problem of the accuracy of statistical data of the 

housing standards is of significance to the efficiency of 

the planning process. In other countries, particularly 

developing countries, the problem is acute. Many scholars in 

the field of development planning have stressed the 

importance of improving the statistical methods and the 

reliability of existing data. 

In considering the adoption of building system 

concepts, a wide range of alternatives are available in 

other countries. The review of the United States' experience 

in the field of industrialized housing indicates that the 

requirements of industrialization of housing should include 

large capital investment, continuity of production, and a 

good transportation network (Sullivan, 1980, p. 226). 

coordination of building components is a prerequisite 

through the introduction of standard key components which 
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are known to be difficult or costly to install on-site. The 

manufacturing of components which are coordinated one with 

the other, i.e., stairs and lightweight partition elements, 

may aid the building industry. Rationalization of 

conventional buildings through the study of the nature of 

that industry's methods can be used to improve productivity 

and the speed of construction. It requires the introduction 

of labor saving techniques, equipment and new materials. It 

implies that traditional construction techniques, the means 

of material production, the use of building materials or 

other aspects of building planning, and the design and 

construction assembly experience some refinement or 

technical development. 

The choice of materials for use in sustainable housing 

units requires the consideration of several factors: 

structural properties, durability, insulating qualities, 

fire resistance, and unit weight. In addition, the 

material's ease of use, availability, and attractiveness are 

important. Many researchers are searching for low-cost 

materials which can. improve the strength and durability of 

much of the existing low-cost materials in countries around 

the world (Ural, 1980, p. 8). Utilization of locally 

available materials for developing low-cost materials for 

low-cost housing is always recommended. 

An economical comparison of materials on a worldwide 

basis is complicated by variations in local costs, the 



degree of industrial development, the availability of raw 

materials, and the construction methods commonly used. 

Consequently, choices must be made on a job-to-job basis. 

However, some general comparisons can be made. 

Wood is one of the easiest materials to work with, 

connections between members are easily made and the 

strength-to-weight ratio is good. It is an attractive 

material with excellent thermal insulating properties. 

However, durability and fire resistance are poor in most 

cases, unless the wood is treated, and stiffness is low. 
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Concrete is generally durable, fire resistant, and 

reasonably strong, but heavier than wood. Insulating 

qualities are good, and by texturing, attractive surfaces 

can be produced. The equired formwork may be complex, 

however, and greater skill is necessary in construction. 

Cracking must be controlled through jointing and proper use 

of reinforcing materials. High quality Portland cement and a 

supply of a suitable aggregate must be available. 

Metals are strong, durable, and possess good 

dimensional stability. Insulating properties are poor and 

adequate fire protection must be designed into the 

structure. A well-developed industrial capability is 

necessary and connections may require on-site welding, 

rivetting, or bolting. 

Plastic building components can be made manufactured 

with moderate to high strength-to-weight ratios and 
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excellent durability. Insulating properties are good and a 

wide variety of attractive textures and colors is available. 

Dimensional stability and fire resistance are generally 

poor, however, and the availability of plastics depends on 

the availability of the necessary petrochemicals for raw 

materials and manufacturing facilities. If industrialized 

housing construction is feasible in an area, the 

possibilities for combining different materials in 

prefabricated units are almost limitless. Sandwich panels 

using foamed plastic cores and aluminum or steel facing are 

but one example of the methods used to combine the desirable 

characteristics of two or more materials. 



CHAPTER V 

HOUSING PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

In the previous chapter of this study, some dwelling 

unit plans were presented based on the sustainable design 

method. They are compact and cost minimizing. These plans 

may be produced in a factory by various methods. Combining 

cost-effective design and factory construction methods 

reduces overall dwelling unit costs. 

In order to determine whether the sustainable housing 

concept will best serve a community, it considers housing 

planning guidelines in light of housing development. Housing 

development is a complex process involving land use planning 

and development control; residential design, construction 

and regulation; and housing financing and marketing. In this 

study, sustainable housing planning is defined as a tool to 

guide a housing development through residential planning, 

subdivision design and development regulations in order to 

provide acceptable housing for people, to allow adequate 

incentives for developers, and meet with consistent quality 

standards. The major purpose of this part of the study is to 

provide a general planning guideline and some cost-effective 

implementation strategies for sustainable housing 

development. 

First, the housing planning guidelines for a new 

residential development are formulated to implement 
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sustainable housing. Then, a neighborhood model as a design 

tool is proposed. In order to promote sustainable housing 

development, innovative ideas and methods of land use 

regulations are discussed. 

Guidelines for Residential Planning and pesign 

A city or new town development will have a hierarchical 

structure for different levels of functions. A residential 

neighborhood is generally considered as the basic unit of a 

city or a residential community. Often a large residential 

development may be planned adopting some repeatable planning 

units such as planned unit developments (PUDs) for 

residential design. 

The design concept of neighborhood serves as a starting 

point for the formulation of the basic guideline for housing 

development since the neighborhood is actually an extension 

of a dwelling. The theory of a neighborhood usually begins 

as a physical presentation but the result is a social one. 

suzanne Keeler (1968) identifies four prevailing 

definitions of neighborhood: (1) the neighborhood as an area 

having an ecological position in a larger area, (2) the 

neighborhood as a social symbol, (3) the neighborhood as an 

area having a special functional role, and (4) the 

neighborhood as an area with a special atmosphere. 

Specifically, neighborhood can be described in terms of four 

planning and design dimensions: (1) physical environmental 
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settings, (2) proximity and convenience to various activity 

nodes, such as shopping or work, (3) the provision of local 

services and facilities, and (4) socio-cultural environment. 

A neighborhood can be quantitatively defined and 

subjectively understood in terms of area and social 

activities, or the socio-spatial schema. Cultural patterns 

and traditions offer a useful starting point for defining 

the neighborhood's scale. However, implicit in the 

neighborhood concept in any society is maintaining 

proximity, a sense of identity and necessary services. 

In planning a particular neighborhood, the task often 

centers on either preparing a comprehensive plan or 

designing a particular facility for the neighborhood. In 

either situation, problems must be identified, goals 

established, and choices about which goals will be made 

priorities and which actions will achieve these goals need 

to be determined. In order to promote sustainable 

residential development, cost-effective methods in physical 

planning should be considered as a major planning tool. 

Designs for residential development have taken shape in 

land subdivision, where raw land is developed for 

residential or other public service purposes. Thus, 

subdivision regulations prescribe standards for street 

improvements, blocks and lot sizes and utility layouts. In 

residential development, subdivision regulations suggest a 

governmental role in which there are regulations over the 
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development and construction of houses in a new 

neighborhood. The scale of subdivision depends on new 

housing development. Socio-cultural data can help determine 

development size and location. Subdivision regulations 

should be considered in a way that will achieve cost

effective site planning. This can be made possible when 

planning, zoning and subdivision regulations are dealt with 

as a unified whole. 

In order to develop a prototype of a neighborhood for 

optimal design of sustainable housing development, it is 

necessary to identify design variables for the optimal size 

of the neighborhood. Size has a direct effect on housing 

density, land-use patterns, degrees of services and 

utilities and self-sufficiency. Optimal size of the 

neighborhood may be based on the walking distance and 

population size as well as geographic and social boundaries. 

Research suggests that the diameter of a neighborhood is 

about one mile and its optimal physical size is one square 

mile or 640 acres and a population of some 7,000 seems most 

desirable in the United States (Golany, 1976, p. 193). 

A Model Neighborhood Design 

From the planning considerations discussed above,.a 

theoretical neighborhood design model is proposed. It is 

drawn from the study of 3X3 as a model for the design of 

neighborhood which was conducted under Dr. George T.C. Peng 
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in 1993. The 3x3 is a land subdivision system which divides 

a square unit into identical nine sub-units. This model may 

be used as a tool for future neighborhood design when 

minimizing development cost is considered a primary purpose. 

It may be applied to other areas which have their own socio

cultural standards by changing or modifying the design 

parameters to meet their own standards. The proposed model 

neighborhood may be characterized in terms of form, 

structure and pattern. 

Form and Size of the Model Neighborhood 

Form, by definition, is often described as the 

configuration, shape and outline of an entity. Thus, 

neighborhood form may be defined as the spatial arrangement 

or layout. The model neighborhood is composed of one square 

unit which is subdivided into nine sub-square units (Figure 

44). The center sub-unit is called the neighborhood center 

which provides facilities and services for the neighborhood. 

The surrounding eight sub-units are residential subdivisions 

grouped into four sectors. Each residential subdivision and 

the neighborhood center are again separated by two 

horizontal and two vertical lines which represent major 

traffic arterial. The 3x3 grid forms the composition of the 

neighborhood. 
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Source: The Senior Architectural Design Studios under Dr. 
George T.C. Peng in 1993 

The physical size of the model neighborhood is one 

square mile or 640 acres which is suitable in the United 

states, particularly in Texas, where the urban and rural 

lands are generally subdivided into a square mile system. 

The population size between 5,000 and 10,000 may be 

desirable to support the basic facilities. In other 
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countries, particularly dense societies such as many 

oriental countries, one square kilometer may be adopted as a 

neighborhood unit with a higher density population. 
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Structure of the Model Neighborhood 

By definition, structure refers to the arrangement or 

interrelation of all the parts of a whole. It deals mainly 

with traffic lines by which the neighborhood can function to 

support necessary activities. Two horizontal and two 

vertical lines bounded by the neighborhood represent the 

major traffic arterial streets. Major arterial and through 

traffic routes do not pass through residential 

neighborhoods. Instead, these streets provide the boundaries 

of the neighborhood. Collector streets provide a gridiron 

pattern to maximize efficiency of utilities. Internal street 

patterns are designed so as to encourage a quiet, safe, low 

volume traffic movement and preservation of the residential 

atmosphere. 

Pattern of the Model Neighborhood 

The definition of a pattern refers to a variety of 

parts which compose the whole. The model neighborhood may be 

composed of a neighborhood center and four residential 

areas. The neighborhood center is divided into nine equal 

units. The center unit may be used as a neighborhood park. 

The surrounding eight units may provide school facilities 

(an elementary school, kindergarten/day care center), 

community services (shopping, recreation, etc.), or high 

density housing for the elderly and the young. The size and 

arrangement of these functions depend upon the 
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socio-economic conditions of the community. The provision of 

services in the neighborhood is aimed at reducing the need 

to commute to other parts of a new town for daily needs, 

thus providing a hierarchy of services within the whole city 

and, above all, creating social unity within the 

neighborhood population. 

For the practical application, the residential 

subdivision design may adopt regular or irregular layouts 

depending on site considerations and local interests. The 

model neighborhood unit provides various types of housing 

such as single-family detached housing, duplexjrowhouse, 

multi-family town houses/apartments, as well as open spaces 

for recreation. It also includes commercial or service 

facilities scaled to meet the needs of the residents. 

Planned unit development (PUD) may be adopted in the design 

of low and moderate income units because cost-saving and 

higher density designs are fundamental to the concept 

(DeChiara and Koppelman, 1975, p. 156). 

Various housing types can be distributed from the 

center to the periphery according to the density level. 

Higher density in and near the center may provide housing 

opportunities for the elderly and low-income people. Other 

residential districts provide a variety of housing types for 

various income groups. The blocks and lots can be designed 

based on site considerations to maximize cost efficiency. 
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Cost-Effective Land Use Development 

Many factors influence the cost of housing. In the 

United States dwindling federal grants, inflation, 

government fiscal policies and other local land use 

regulations have exacerbated the problem of housing costs 

(Ford Foundation, 1989, pp. 11-12). Local governments have 

little influence over many of these variables. The costs 

associated with local land use regulations, however, are 

clearly under local government domain and do have a major 

effect on land and construction costs. Through the creative 

use of regulatory controls, a community can promote housing 

development and reduce development costs. 

There are some innovative zoning practices to encourage 

lower housing costs and promote effective residential 

development such as: (1) density increases, (2) the use of 

bonuses or incentives, and (3) cluster and mixed use zoning. 

They can provide opportunities to promote specific community 

goals, use cost-saving development methods, and consider 

unique site characteristics. Each of them may help reduce 

the cost of development and provide effective incentives for 

the kind of development that this study proposes. 

Density 

Increasing density and reducing lot sizes is an 

effective way to reduce housing costs. Increased density may 

promote affordable housing through savings in the cost of 
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raw land per housing unit, and by spreading overall project 

costs for site improvements, infrastructure, construction, 

and utilities over a greater number of units. Increased 

density cuts the per unit cost of providing amenities such 

as recreational areas and community centers. It may 

encourage diversity in the housing market by keeping unit 

costs at levels that allow for a broader range of structural 

and design options. It is often associated with smaller 

housing units, which may be more sensible for future 

smaller-size families. 

Permitting zero lot line development is one way the 

community can encourage increased density development. Zero 

lot line development solves one common problem associated 

with increased density. When densities are increased and lot 

sizes reduced, side yards tend to become so narrow that they 

are almost useless and neighbors' windows are often too 

close. With zero lot lines, homes are sited flush against 

one side of the lot, rather than set back from both side lot 

lines or centered on the lot. Zero lot lines create larger 

side yards, which mitigates the problem of smaller yard 

space that higher density development often creates. Another 

technique to ease the shift to higher densities is to 

identify specific types of higher density development ~nd 

classify them as conditional uses within single-family 

zones. Conditional uses refer to uses deemed appropriate in 

some locations within a zoning district, but only if 



specified conditions are met. conditional uses may be 

particularly valuable in encouraging development of small 

infill sites. 

Incentives 
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Communities that have a demand for higher density 

developments, but are unable or unwilling to make a change, 

may find a bonus system valuable. In return for specific 

contributions of the developer, e.g., public parks, the city 

grants a density bonus, usually specified as a percentage of 

the total density allowable under existing zoning 

regulations. 

Cluster and Mixed Use 

one of the most common techniques used to increase the 

flexibility of an ordinance is to allow clustering of units 

on lots smaller than those normally allowed in a specific 

zone, provided that the land that is saved is set aside 

permanently for common use, usually as open space. In such a 

cluster subdivision the overall site's density and use 

comply with the existing zoning requirements (Salsich, 1991, 

p. 158). The savings come from concentrating development on 

the portion of a site most conducive to building in its 

natural state rather than disturbing natural drainage 

systems and other natural features. This is a practice that 

also protects the environment. Concentrating development 



also reduces costs by cutting the length of streets, 

sidewalks, and utility lines required to serve the units. 
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A planned unit development creates flexibility in land 

use control and subdivision design. Residential PUD refers 

to a residential development in which the subdivision and 

zoning regulations apply to the project as a whole rather 

than its individual lots (Abrams, 1964, pp. 225-226). As a 

rule, a PUD includes mixed uses, density increases over 

those allowed in the zoning ordinance in exchange for 

project amenities and modifications in public improvement 

standards in return for better project design. The PUD may 

be proposed to encourage affordable housing through 

sustainable housing design proposed in this study. 

The following advantages of the PUD in terms of 

marketing may be considered in sustainable housing 

development: (1) It may integrate the market. Both single

family and multi-family units can be constructed within a 

common architectural theme, under a predetermined pattern or 

density. (2) It may expand the market. It may provide lower 

land cost per unit and lower down payments or rental charges 

appeal to a broader market segment including low-income 

groups. (3) It may encourage systems considerations in many 

areas not only in building from the design standpoint ~nder 

the organized theme but from the construction standpoint 

under the organized building pattern. (4) It may benefit the 

developer, consumer and community. For the developer it 
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offers better utilization of the land and benefit; for the 

consumer it provides better community facilities including 

open space and recreational facilities at lower cost, and it 

benefits the community because it receives less expensive 

infrastructure to construct and maintain. 

Land Use Regulations 

This study focuses the physical aspects of innovative 

housing design and residential land use planning. However, 

it must be understood that successful implementation depends 

on the development of a housing product, synthesizing and 

integrating housing design and planning with political 

feasibility. Local government regulations and procedures 

affect land use and housing development in a community. 

Regulations which affect future housing development 

primarily include building codes, subdivision regulations 

and zoning ordinances. 

Building Codes 

Building codes· require that newly constructed buildings 

meet certain minimal structural, fire, plumbing, and 

electrical standards (DeChiara and Koppelman, 1975, p. 487). 

Many codes that are developed locally prescribe exactly what 

materials must be used. These specification codes may act to 

impede the introduction of new technology. They specify 

materials and construction methods to be followed for 
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various types of buildings, rather than setting the 

performance requirements for the building and allowing the 

contractors, engineers, and architects the freedom in the 

choice of methods and materials to meet the performance 

requirements (Sullivan, 1980, p. 220). This situation may 

result partly from inertia and partly from the influence of 

vested interests. Under such circumstances, building codes 

become discriminatory. There are two attitudinal features 

that are essential to an effective building regulatory 

system: perception and positive attitude. Some general 

consensus about local development policies must be 

formulated as well as consensus about how buildings are 

perceived. This perception will vary from one community to 

the next as a function of local conditions. All regulatory 

officials should have a positive professional attitude 

toward their work. Such an attitude may be encouraged by 

appropriate compensation, incentives, and continuing 

education programs. As a result, the building codes which 

are more uniform, yet flexible, and the adoption of more 

widely applicable standards could eventually lead to more 

efficient and lower construction costs. 

Subdivision Regulations 

subdivision regulations suggest the control of 

government exercises over the development and construction 

of houses in a new neighborhood (ICMA, 1988, p. 198). They 
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regulate the division of tracts into building lots and the 

provision of infrastructure. These impose site development 

expenses for roads, parking, water, sewer, parks, and 

schools. All of this is useful if the regulations are 

reasonable and appropriate in terms of local conditions and 

other controls established in the area. But such ordinances 

affect only the quality of the new building sites. There is 

a strong correlation between lot size and width and housing 

cost (Sagalyn and Sternlieb, 1973). Usually large or wide 

lots cause disportionate increases in the cost of providing 

those lots with utility improvements. If the community's 

minimum acceptable standards for such items as curbs, 

sidewalks, or streets are lowered, housing costs should be 

reduced, assuming the cost for these items is paid by the 

developer and passed along to home buyers. 

Cluster residential subdivision, a special type of 

subdivision, may be suitable for low-lost housing. In 

cluster development the structures are arranged in closely 

related groups. Rather than spreading houses uniformly over 

an entire tract, the developer of a cluster development 

builds at higher densities in certain areas and preserves 

natural features in others. Structures are placed on 

suitable terrain, thus installation costs for streets and 

utilities are lowered. Clustering is based on the concept of 

density transfer--overall density will be within acceptable 

limits, but the individual density of clusters and open 
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space may be higher or lower than the average. The flexible 

location of building may permit designs that save more 

energy than do conventional designs. 

Zoning Ordinances 

Zoning ordinances are another method of the local 

control affecting housing development in a community. These 

statutes regulate the types of use for both land and 

buildings in specific areas of the community. Their purpose 

is to protect the character of a given district. This 

purpose is achieved through the insistence upon detailed 

regulations regarding the types of use permitted in specific 

areas, the height and bulk of buildings and density of land 

use, including the proportion of the lot that may be built 

upon (ICMA, 1988, p. 251). To the extent that this objective 

is achieved, zoning is not only justified economically, but 

becomes an asset to individual property owners in the form 

of preservation of the amenities of urban living as well as 

to the community itself in the form of a stable tax base. 

Although zoning often is successful in prohibiting 

dangerous or incompatible uses, it sometimes fails to assure 

that desired community goals will be implemented (Salsich, 

1991, pp. 514-523). If no apartment or manufactured or low

cost, government-sponsored housing are permitted in an area 

or in a community, if large-lot minimums are prescribed, or 

if a house must contain a certain minimum amount of square 
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feet, the result is to exclude a substantial segment of the 

population. For example, the major impact of zoning is its 

spatial segregation of factory housing, particularly, 

manufactured housing, from the conventional housing areas. 

The segregation of individuals living in designated areas 

may enforce an economic distinction and give it a social 

dimension as well. In communities where factory homes are 

forced into parks and parks are forced into isolated or 

unattractive areas, factory housing may be seen as inferior 

housing. The land use control system may contribute to the 

stigma of factory housing by neglecting quality. To overcome 

this, the design of factory housing must be improved and 

made more like conventional housing. The housing units 

should be assembled in a factory without a wheeled chassis 

and then transported to the site on which they are to be 

located. This type of factory housing tends to be regulated 

in the manner of site-built housing (Salsich, 1991, p. 532). 

It is crucial that local officials help dispel the 

negative and inaccurate perceptions the public has about 

factory housing. Local governments that want to promote this 

alternative form of affordable housing in their communities 

can solicit the help of the factory housing industry by 

conducting general citizen education and consumer promotion 

campaigns. One of the strategies that may be effective in 

promoting factory housing involves showcasing products in 

well-trafficked public locations. Regional shopping centers 
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are a particularly effective location. A second alternative 

is for local governments to identify a developer who can 

create a small subdivision site that can be used as a model 

for a longer period of time than a shopping center type 

display. This may be a temporary site or a small permanent 

demonstration project with factory housing for sale. Such 

demonstrations can help show how factory housing can fit 

into neighborhoods with site-built housing and can encourage 

greater local acceptance of factory housing as a viable 

shelter alternative. 

Local zoning ordinance may prescribe a minimum area for 

residential use. A case review indicates that factors which 

courts use to support the upholding of large-lot zoning 

include overcrowding and undue concentration of people, the 

burden on public facilities, the fact that there are other 

zones with smaller minima, and compatibility with the socio

economic situation and existing uses prevailing in the 

community (Wright and Gitelman, 1990, pp. 958-973). 

Consequently, the validity of large-lot zoning is likely to 

vary depending on the size of the lot, the circumstances of 

the community or area involved, and the hostility or lack of 

it to large-lot zoning in a particular jurisdiction. 

Finally, another impact of zoning on housing 

development is its requirement of a certain minimum square 

footage of housing size. Many jurisdictions uphold 

regulations as to minimum size. Lionshead Lake, New Jersey, 
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was a leading case for the proposition that minimum square 

footage could be required (Wright and Gitelman, 1990, pp. 

974-981). The general rule is that a minimum size 

requirement which can be reasonably related to health 

considerations is valid. In designing housing, particularly 

small housing, the ratio of occupants to space should be 

considered since it may affect public health, family 

stability and emotional well being. This interrelationship 

is found in standards fixed by the American Public Health 

Association which set a minimum residency requirement of 150 

square feet for one person and 100 square feet for each 

additional occupant (Wright and Gitelman, 1990, p. 985). 

Conclusion 

This chapter concerning planning and land use 

development part of the sustainable housing process, 

provides general planning guidelines and implementation 

strategies for sustainable housing development. Careful 

residential planning and design may encourage sustainability 

of a community. The sustainable housing design is highly 

dependent upon its interaction with its supporting 

environment. The sustainable housing may be publicly 

governed by building code regulation and land use control. 

This environment may be a major deterrent to producing 

innovative housing. The land use control system is primarily 

designed to regulate land development within a community. In 
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order for sustainable housing to be feasible, the land use 

control system must recognize sustainable housing as a 

viable alternative to conventional housing. If it is to 

produce a total environment equal to and compatible with 

that produced by the on-site building industry, the 

sustainable housing must not be discriminated against with 

regard to the choice and quality of land available. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Housing is a basic human need. The provision of decent 

housing for all people in a society, whatever their income, 

is an important goal of the society. It is also important 

that those housing opportunities be provid~d in a manner 

that will foster economic integration in the interest of a 

fairer and saner society. The Sustainable Housing Process 

Model is intended as an effort to design decent and 

efficient housing. In the concluding chapter, three sections 

are presented to discuss the past and future of this study. 

Following the summary of the study in the first section, the 

second section will present findings. Then, the third 

section will suggest some recommendations for research in 

the future. 

Summary 

This study presents the housing design, construction 

and planning approaches based on the concept of 

sustainability. It focuses on a design approach for 

developing prototype dwelling units which could be built 

economically while maintaining the user's basic needs in a 

dwelling space. Following review of the literature 

concerning the nature of housing, housing problems and the 

factory construction, this study proposes a guiding concept 
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which integrates design principles, construction methods and 

planning considerations concerning decent and efficiently

made housing. 

The design approach is concerned with the basic 

identification of problems, the setting of goals that the 

design is to achieve, and the constraints under which the 

future design will have to operate. The major components of 

the design process include: (1) the determination of the 

basic needs of users in dwelling space, (2) the 

identification of the architectural characteristics of the 

unit influencing the cost of the housing construction, and 

(3) the cost-effective design methods. The basic needs, 

which concern the functional, physical and socio-cultural, 

are determined in order to formulate the basic properties of 

a dwelling space. Then, unit cost factors, which include 

form, proportion and service core, are identified as 

dwelling space design constraints. Finally, cost-effective 

methods, at an integrating stage, are proposed. The cost

effective methods depend upon an evaluation of a number of 

possible plans for dwelling units. In other words, each unit 

cost is applied to the possible solutions which meet the 

basic needs of the user. A set of optimal dwelling unit 

design models is presented. 

This design process is applied to the United States. 

After an investigation of a sample of American house plans, 

the six functional elements of a dwelling space, the 
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fundamental matrices of the various range of each element's 

size, and three basic space structure patterns are 

determined. From the patterns, eighteen possible space 

arrangements are generated. After application of the unit 

cost factors to the possible arrangements, six optimal 

design solutions are provided. For factory construction, 

each solution is modified into the various components 

methods. Finally, design models are presented by assigning 

quantitative values to space dimensions from the size 

matrices. These design models reveal that the design process 

and cost-effective method provide a tool for minimizing 

dwelling unit construction costs. 

In order to implement sustainable design in residential 

land, this study provides physical planning guidelines for a 

new housing development. Based on the guidelines, a 

neighborhood model as a basic unit of residential 

development is proposed. To encourage sustainable housing 

some innovative land use techniques are also provided. 

Finally, implementation strategies that local governments 

may take to overcome regulations against factory housing are 

proposed. 

Findings 

This study determines a set of optimal design 

solutions. The most important characteristics of these plans 
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may be considered as the criteria for minimum-cost of 

dwelling units. These criteria may be summarized as follows: 

Concept of Compactness 

It has been found that compacting the spaces and the 

service core of a dwelling unit and properly locating them 

is a logical way to minimize construction cost. This 

compactness allows for providing a reasonable reduction of 

circulation spaces, locating services together, and a 

maintaining of space for the activities that require 

personal space or communal rules. The design options by 

component methods would help users make their decision on 

space layout according to their own needs. 

Concept of Proximity 

It has been found that minimizing construction cost can 

be best achieved by locating the internal services very 

close to each other. 

Proportion of Units. 

The proportion of the unit is a significant factor, 

since it influences the overall amount of space of the unit. 

Although the study has made no attempt to determine the 

optimal proportions of the units, it has provided a wide 

range of the optimal solutions for dimensions of the units 

to minimize construction costs. 
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One of the major contributions of this dissertation is 

its presentation of criteria that was obtained from the 

cost-effective design method. The criteria will serve as a 

guide in designing efficient housing. 

The second contribution of this dissertation is the 

development of a design process that is itself flexible. 

Then this process can be effectively used for designing a 

wide range of housing in other regions that have their own 

socio-cultural backgrounds. 

This dissertation has developed an approach to 

minimizing construction cost in architectural housing 

design, both in academia and in practice. This approach 

integrates the factors in the design process. It presents an 

accessible guide for the best combination of variables and 

for the design of sustainable housing. 

Finally, this dissertation provides planning guidelines 

and implementation strategies for sustainable housing 

development. 

Recommendations 

The sustainable housing approach takes into account 

three factors of dwelling space needs, three cost factors of 

a dwelling unit and other design factors of residentia~ land 

use planning. For the user needs, further studies need to 

investigate how other factors, such as external socio

cultural expression of housing or psychological needs of the 
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individual, can be integrated into the dwelling design 

process. Although they are difficult to measure, such needs 

as forms and styles of the unit, textures and colors of 

building materials, and sizes and arrangements of furniture 

must be considered in the design process. Further studies 

need to be made in order to conduct the new design tasks for 

dwelling space including: program development that 

determines the dimensions and configuration according to 

minimum space standards for daily functions and family size, 

degree of privacy, openness versus closeness, and space 

allocations of recognized amenities based on economics. 

Identification with the symbolic meanings of the 

housing appearance is another important future design task. 

The symbolism of patterns of furnishings, buildings, and 

landscapes is central to the aesthetic appreciation of the 

world. The choices people make about where they will work 

and live often are made on symbolic grounds. Rapoport (1977) 

notes that by changing the appropriate symbols associated 

with a place, people's perceptions of its qualities can 

change. Because the negative perceptions of factory housing 

come mainly from the physical appearance of the unit, 

research on what the specific cultural codes transmitted by 

different housing forms and styles of external appearance 

people understand and enjoy is needed. 

For the cost factors of a dwelling unit, this study 

considers micro aspects of construction costs, such as, 
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architectural characteristics of a dwelling unit and 

provides general guidelines for residential land 

development. A design and planning process for a specific 

area must consider other cost factors like local building 

materials and regulations such as zoning, subdivision and 

building codes, climate or construction methods. Research 

should be focused on how they can be manipulated in order to 

reduce overall construction and housing costs. 
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APPENDIX 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DWELLING UNIT DIMENSIONS 

As formulated in Chapter IV, the problem is to minimize 

an objective function subject to constraints. The non-linear 

character arises from the existence of interactive terms, 

representing areas of which x and y dimensioning vectors are 

free to vary. 

The non-linear programming this study designs is an 

exhaustive enumeration technique. It may be useful for the 

design of a practical dwelling space. It is the most 

straightforward approach which may be suitable for 

relatively simple problems for which an integer solution is 

desired. A standard dimensional increment, e.g., 3 foot, is 

set, then all the different combinations of values for 

elements of the dimensioning vectors are enumerated, and the 

combination resulting in minimum construction cost is 

selected. 

An advantage of this programming is that it generates 

all feasible solutions, not just the minimum cost solution. 

However, this algorithm become impractical specially when 

geometric arrangements are complicated or not rectangular. 
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C-Language Program for Two-Bedroom Optimization 
Problem 

#include <stdio.h> 
#define Big (a, b) ( ( (a) >= (b)) ? (a) : (b)) 

long MinimumCost; 
int BedlL,BedlW,BedlA; 
int Bed2L,Bed2W,Bed2A; 
int BathL,BathW,BathA; 
int CorrL,CorrW,CorrA; 
int DineL,DineW,DineA; 
int LiveL,LiveW,LiveA; 
FILE *file; 

main() 
{ 
long Currentcost=O; 
file=fopen("ANSWER.DAT","w"); 
MinimumCost=50000000; 
clrscr(); 
BuildBedRoomNol(CurrentCost); 
fclose(file); 
} 

BuildBedRoomNol(long Cost) 
{ 
for(BedlL=12;BedlL<=21;BedlL++){ 
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for(BedlW=Big(12,BedlL*l0/15);BedlW<=21&&10*BedlW<=15*BedlL; 
BedlW 

++) { 
BedlA=BedlL*BedlW; 
if(Bed1A>324) break; 

} 

if(Bed1A>=144) BuildBedRoomNo2(Cost+BedlA); 
} } 

BuildBedRoomNo2(long Cost) 
{ 
if(Cost>Minimumcost) return; 
for(Bed2L=9;Bed2L<=15;Bed2L++){ 

for(Bed2W=Big(9,Bed2L*10/15);Bed2W<=l5&&10*Bed2W<=15*Bed2L;B 
ed2W+ 

+) { 



} 

if(Bed2W>=Bed1W) break; 
Bed2A=Bed2L*Bed2W; 
if(Bed2A>225) break; 
if(Bed2A>=81) BuildBathRoom(Cost+Bed2A);}} 

BuildBathRoom(long Cost) 
{ 
if(Cost>Minimumcost) return; 
BathW=BedlW-Bed2W; 
for(BathL=6;BathL<=12;BathL++){ 

} 

BathA=BathL*BathW; 
if(BathA>l08) break; 
if(BathA>=54) BuildCorridor(Cost+2*BathA);} 

BuildCorridor(long Cost) 
{ 
CorrL=Bed2L-BathL; 
CorrW=BathW; 
if(CorrL>=J&&CorrL<=lJ&&CorrW>=J&&CorrL<=lJ){ 

CorrA=CorrL*CorrW; 
if(CorrA>=9&&CorrA<=81) 

BuildLivingRoom(Cost+CorrA);} 
} 

BuildLivingRoom(long Cost) 
{ 
LiveL=CorrL+BedlL; 
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for(LiveW=Big(9,LiveL*l0/15);LiveW<=18&&10*LiveW<=15*LiveL;L 
iveW+ 

+){ 

} 

LiveA=LiveL*LiveW; 
if(LiveA>270) break; 
if(LiveA>=144) BuildDiningRoom(Cost+LiveA);} 

BuildDiningRoom(long Cost) 
{ 
DineW=LiveW; 
DineL=Bed2L+BedlL-LiveL; 
DineA=DineW*DineL; 

if(DineW>=9&&DineW<=l8&&DineL>=9&&DineL<=l8&&DineA>=135&&Din 
eA<=2 

70) 
CalculateCost(Cost+2*DineA); 

} 



Calculatecost(long Cost) 
{ 
static int Count=O; 
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if(LiveW%3==0&&LiveL%3==0&&DineW%3==0&&DineL%3==0&&BathW%3== 
O&&Ba 

thL%3==0&& 

CorrW%3==0&&CorrL%3==0&&BedlW%3==0&&BedlL%3==0&&Bed2W%3==0&& 
Bed2L 

%3==0){ 
fprintf(file,"%d 

%ld=[Live:%dx%d][Dine:%dx%d][Bath:%dx%d][Corr:%dx%d][Bedl:%d 
x%d] [ 

Bed2:%dx%d]\n", 

Count,Cost,LiveW,LiveL,DineW,DineL,BathW,BathL,CorrW,CorrL,B 
edlW, 

Bed1L,Bed2W,Bed2L); 
Count++;} 

} 

Optimization Solutions for rwo-Bedroom Unit 

909=[Live:15x15)[Dine:15x9][Bath:6x9][Corr:6x3)(Bedl:l5xl2] 
(Bed2:9x12] 

1008=[Live:18x15][Dine:l8x9](Bath:6x9][Corr:6x3][Bedl:l5xl2) 
[Bed2:9x12] 

l008=[Live:15x15][Dine:15x9][Bath:9x9][Corr:9x3][Bedl:l8x12] 
[Bed2:9xl2] 

1107=[Live:18x15][Dine:18x9][Bath:9x9][Corr:9x3][Bed1:18x12] 
[Bed2:9x12] 

98l=[Live:15x15](Dine:15x9][Bath:6x9][Corr:6x3][Bedl:l8xl2] 
[Bed2:12x12] 

1080=[Live:18x15][Dine:18x9][Bath:6x9][Corr:6x3][Bed1:18x12] 
[Bed2:12x12] 

1080=[Live:15x18][Dine:15x9][Bath:6x9][Corr:6x6][Bed1:18x12] 
[Bed2:12x15] 



1026=[Live:l2xl5][Dine:l2xl2][Bath:6x12][Corr:6x3] 
[Bedl:l8xl2][Bed2:12x15] 

1143=[Live:l5x15][Dine:l5xl2][Bath:6xl2][Corr:6x3] 
[Bedl:18x12][Bed2:12x15] 

1260=[Live:l8x15][Dine:18xl2][Bath:6x12][Corr:6x3] 
[Bedl:l8x12][Bed2:12x15] 
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999=[Live:15xl8][Dine:15x9][Bath:6x9][Corr:6x3][Bed1:15x15] 
[Bed2:9x12] 

1107=[Live:l5x18][Dine:15x9][Bath:9x9][Corr:9x3][Bed1:18x15] 
[Bed2:9x12] 

1080=[Live:15x18][Dine:15x9][Bath:6x9][Corr:6x3][Bed1:18x15] 
[Bed2:12x12] 

1116=[Live:12xl8][Dine:l2xl2][Bath:6x12][Corr:6x3] 
[Bedl:l8x15][Bed2:12x15] 

1242=[Live:l5xl8][Dine:l5xl2][Bath:6x12][Corr:6x3] 
[Bedl:l8x15][Bed2:12xl5] 

1215=[Live:l5x18][Dine:l5x9][Bath:l2x9][Corr:12x3] 
[Bed1:2lxl5][Bed2:9xl2] 

1188=[Live:l5xl8][Dine:l5x9][Bath:9x9][Corr:9x3][Bedl:2lxl5] 
[Bed2:12xl2] 

116l=[Live:l5xl8][Dine:l5x9][Bath:6x9][Corr:6x3][Bedl:2lxl5] 
[Bed2:15xl2] 

1242=[Live:l2xl8][Dine:l2xl2][Bath:9xl2][Corr:9x3] 
[Bed1:2lxl5][Bed2:12xl5] 

1368=[Live:l5xl8][Dine:l5xl2][Bath:9xl2][Corr:9x3] 
[Bedl:2lxl5][Bed2:12xl5] 

1206=[Live:12xl8][Dine:l2xl2][Bath:6xl2][Corr:6x3] 
[Bedl:2lxl5][Bed2:15xl5] 

1332=[Live:l5xl8][Dine:l5xl2][Bath:6xl2][Corr:6x3] 
[Bedl:21xl5][Bed2:15xl5] 
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C-Language Program for Three-Bedroom Optimization 
Problem 

#include <stdio.h> 
#define Big(a,b) (((a) >= (b)) ? (a) : (b)) 

long Minimumcost; 
int BedlL,BedlW,BedlA; 
int Bed2L,Bed2W,Bed2A; 
int Bed3L,Bed3W,Bed3A; 
int BathlL,BathlW,BathlA; 
int Bath2L,Bath2W,Bath2A; 
int CorrL,CorrW,CorrA; 
int DineL,DineW,DineA; 
int LiveL,LiveW,LiveA; 
FILE *file; 

main() 
{ 
long CurrentCost=O; 
file=fopen("ANSWER.DAT","w"); 
Minimumcost=50oooooo; 
clrscr(); 
BuildBedRoomNol(Currentcost); 
fclose(file); 
} 

BuildBedRoomNol(long Cost) 
{ 
for(BedlL=12;BedlL<=21;BedlL++){ 

for(BedlW=Big(12,BedlL*10/15);BedlW<=21&&10*BedlW<=15*BedlL; 
BedlW 

return; 

++) { 
BedlA=BedlL*BedlW; 
if(Bed1A>324) break; 
if(Bed1A>=144) BuildBathRooms(Cost+BedlA);}} 

} 

BuildBathRooms(long Cost) 
{ 
BathlL=BedlL/2; 
Bath2L=Bath1L; 
if(BathlL+Bath2L!=BedlLI IBathlL<6I IBathlL>12) 

for(BathlW=6;BathlW<=12;BathlW++){ 



} 

BathlA=BathlL*BathlW; 
if(BathlA>lOS) break; 
if(Bath1A>=54){ 

Bath2W=Bath1W; 
Bath2A=Bath2L*Bath2W; 
BuildDiningRoom(Cost+4*BathlA);}} 

BuildDiningRoom(long Cost) 
{ 
DineL=BedlL; 
for(DineW=9;DineW<=18;DineW++){ 

} 

DineA=DineW*DineL; 
if(DineA>=135&&DineA<=270) 

BuildLivingRoom(Cost+2*DineA);} 

BuildLivingRoom(long Cost) 
{ 
LiveW=DineW; 
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for(LiveL=Big(9,LiveW*l0/15);LiveL<=l8&&10*LiveL<=15*LiveW;L 
iveL+ 

+){ 

} 

LiveA=LiveL*LiveW; 
if(LiveA>270) break; 
if(LiveA>=144) BuildCorridor(Cost+LiveA);} 

BuildCorridor(long Cost) 
{ 
for(CorrW=BathlW+l;CorrW<=12;CorrW++){ 

} 

for(CorrL=l;CorrL<=12;CorrL++){ 
CorrA=CorrW*CorrL; 
if(CorrA>=9&&CorrA<=81){ 

BuildBedRoomNo3(Cost+CorrA);}}} 

BuildBedRoomNo3(long Cost) 
{ 
Bed3W=CorrW; 
Bed3L=LiveL-CorrL; 
Bed3A=Bed3W*Bed3L; 
if(Bed3W>=6&&Bed3W<=l2&&Bed3L>=6&&Bed3L<=l2&& 

Bed3A>=54&&Bed3A<=144&&15*Bed3W>=lO*Bed3L&&l5*Bed3L>=lO*Bed3 
W){ 

BuildBedRoomNo2(Cost+Bed3A);} 
} 

BuildBedRoomNo2(long Cost) 



{ 
Bed2L=LiveL; 
Bed2W=BedlW+BathlW+DineW-LiveW-CorrW; 
Bed2A=Bed2W*Bed2L; 
if(Bed2W>=9&&Bed2W<=15&&Bed2L>=9&&Bed2L<=l5&& 
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Bed2A>=8l&&Bed2A<=225&&15*Bed2W>=lO*Bed2L&&l5*Bed2L>=lO*Bed2 
W){ 

CalculateCost(Cost+Bed2A);} 
} 

CalculateCost(long Cost) 
{ 
static int Count=O; 

if(LiveW%3==0&&LiveL%3==0&&DineW%3==0&&DineL%3==0&&BathlW%3= 
=O&&B 

athlL%3==0&& 

CorrW%3==0&&CorrL%3==0&&BedlW%3==0&&BedlL%3==0&&Bed2W%3==0&& 
Bed2L 

%3==0&& 
Bed3W%3==0&&Bed3L%3==0){ 

fprintf(file,"%ld=[Li:%dx%d][Di:%dx%d][Bt:%dx%d][Cr:%dx%d][B 
d3:%d 

x%d][Bdl:%dx%d][Bd2:%dx%d]\n", 

Cost,LiveW,LiveL,DineW,DineL,BathlW,BathlL,CorrW,CorrL,Bed3W 
,Bed3 

L,BedlW,BedlL,Bed2W,Bed2L); 
Count++;} 

} 

Optimization Solutions for Three-Bedroom Unit 

1044=[Li:12Xl2][Di:12X12][Bt:9x6][Cr:12X3][Bd3:12X9] 
[Bdl:12x12][Bd2:9x12] 

1152=[Li:15X12][Di:15X12][Bt:9x6][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12X9] 
[Bd1:12X12][Bd2:9x12] 

1260=[Li:l8Xl2][Di:18X12][Bt:9x6][Cr:12X3][Bd3:12X9] 
[Bdl:l2X12][Bd2:9x12] 

1116=[Li:l2Xl2][Di:12x12][Bt:9x6][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l5x12][Bd2:12x12] 



1224=[Li:l2xl5][Di:l2xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12Xl2] 
[Bdl:l5Xl2][Bd2:12xl5] 

1224=[Li:l2xl5][Di:l2xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:15xl2][Bd2:12xl5] 

1224=[Li:15xl2][Di:l5xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l5Xl2][Bd2:12Xl2] 

134l=[Li:15Xl5][Di:l5xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12xl2] 
[Bdl:l5Xl2]Bd2:12xl5] 

1341=[Li:l5xl5][Di:l5xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l5Xl2][Bd2:12xl5] 

1332=[Li:18xl2][Di:l8xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l5xl2][Bd2:12Xl2] 

1458=[Li:18xl5][Di:l8xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12xl2] 
[Bdl:l5xl2][Bd2:12xl5] 

1458=[Li:l8xl5][Di:l8xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l5xl2][Bd2:12xl5] 

1188=[Li:l2xl2][Di:l2xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:18X12][Bd2:15Xl2] 

1305=[Li:12xl5][Di:l2xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x12] 
[Bdl:l8Xl2][Bd2:15xl5] 

1305=[Li:l2xl5][Di:12x12][Bt:9x6][Cr:12x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l8Xl2][Bd2:15xl5] 

1296=[Li:15xl2][Di:l5xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l8Xl2][Bd2:15xl2] 

1422=[Li:l5xl5][Di:l5x12][Bt:9x6][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x12] 
[Bdl:l8xl2][Bd2:15xl5] 

1422=[Li:l5xl5][Di:l5x12][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:18Xl2][Bd2:15xl5] 

1404=[Li:18Xl2][Di:l8xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:l2X3][Bd3:12X9] 
[Bd1:18Xl2][Bd2:15x12] 

1539=[Li:18xl5][Di:l8xl2][Bt:9x6][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x12] 
[Bd1:18Xl2][Bd2:15xl5] 

1539=[Li:l8xl5][Di:18X12][Bt:9x6][Cr:12X6][Bd3:12X9] 
[Bdl:l8xl2][Bd2:15x15] 

1224=[Li:12Xl2][Di:l2x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:l2Xl8][Bd2:9x12] 

1224=[Li:l2Xl2][Di:l2Xl8][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bdl:l2xl8][Bd2:9xl2] 

1368=[Li:l5xl2][Di:l5Xl8][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:l2Xl8][Bd2:9xl2] 

1368=[Li:l5xl2][Di:l5xl8][Bt:6x9](Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bdl:l2Xl8][Bd2:9xl2] 

1368=[Li:l2xl2][Di:l2xl8][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l2Xl8][Bd2:9xl2] 

1512=[Li:l5xl2][Di:l5Xl8][Bt:9x9][Cr:l2X3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l2Xl8][Bd2:9xl2] 

1314=[Li:l2Xl2][Di:l2Xl8][Bt:6x9](Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:l5xl8][Bd2:12xl2] 

1314=[Li:l2xl2][Di:l2x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bdl:l5Xl8][Bd2:12Xl2] 

1314=[Li:l2Xl2][Di:l2X18][Bt:6x9][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l5Xl8][Bd2:9x12] 
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1413=[Li:l2x15][Di:12Xl8][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x12] 
[Bdl:15x18][Bd2:12x15] 

1413=[Li:l2x15][Di:12x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:15xl8][Bd2:12xl5] 

1413=[Li:12X15][Di:12x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x9][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bdl:15xl8][Bd2:12x15] 

1458=[Li:15xl2][Di:l5x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:15Xl8][Bd2:12X12] 

1458=[Li:15x12][Di:15x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bdl:15x18][Bd2:12x12] 

1458=[Li:l5xl2](Di:15Xl8][Bt:6x9][Cr:12X3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:15x18][Bd2:9x12] 

1566=[Li:15x15][Di:15x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x12] 
[Bdl:15x18][Bd2:12x15] 

1566=[Li:15x15][Di:l5x18][Bt:6x9](Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:15x18][Bd2:12x15] 

1566=[Li:15x15][Di:15x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x9][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bdl:15xl8][Bd2:12x15] 

1458=[Li:12x12][Di:12x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:15x18][Bd2:12x12] 

1566=[Li:12x15][Di:12x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x12] 
[Bdl:l5x18][Bd2:12x15] 

1566=[Li:12x15][Di:12x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:15x18][Bd2:12x15] 

1602=[Li:15x12][Di:15x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l5x18][Bd2:12x12] 

1719=[Li:15x15][Di:15x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x12] 
[Bd1:15x18][Bd2:12x15] 

1719=[Li:15x15][Di:15x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:15x18][Bd2:12x15] 

1404=[Li:12x12][Di:12x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:l8x18][Bd2:15x12] 

1404=[Li:12x12][Di:12x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bd1:18x18][Bd2:15x12] 

1404=[Li:l2x12][Di:12x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:18x18][Bd2:12x12] 

1512=[Li:12x15][Di:12x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x12] 
[Bd1:18x18][Bd2:15x15] 

1512=[Li:12x15][Di:l2X18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:18x18][Bd2:15x15] 

1512=[Li:12x15][Di:12x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x9][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bd1:18X18][Bd2:15X15] 

1512=[Li:12x15][Di:12x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x12] 
[Bd1:18x18][Bd2:12x15] 

1512=[Li:12x15][Di:12xl8][Bt:6x9][Cr:l2x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:18xl8][Bd2:12Xl5] 

1548=[Li:15x12][Di:15x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:l8X18][Bd2:15X12] 

1548=[Li:15x12][Di:15x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bd1:18xl8][Bd2:15xl2] 

1548=[Li:15x12][Di:15x18][Bt:6x9](Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l8xl8][Bd2:12xl2] 
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1665=[Li:15x15][Di:15x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x3][Bd3:9x12] 
[Bdl:18x18][Bd2:15x15] 

1665=[Li:15x15][Di:l5xl8][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x6][Bd3:9x9] 
[Bdl:18X18][Bd2:15x15] 

1665=[Li:15x15][Di:15x18][Bt:6x9][Cr:9x9][Bd3:9x6] 
[Bdl:18Xl8][Bd2:15x15] 

1665=[Li:l5x15][Di:l5Xl8][Bt:6x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12xl2] 
[Bdl:18xl8][Bd2:12x15] 

1665=[Li:15x15][Di:15xl8][Bt:6x9][Cr:12X6][Bd3:12X9] 
[Bdl:18xl8][Bd2:12x15] 

1548=[Li:l2x12][Di:12xl8][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:18xl8][Bd2:15x12] 

1665=[Li:l2X15][Di:12x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:l2x3][Bd3:12X12] 
[Bdl:18x18][Bd2:15x15] 

1665=[Li:12x15][Di:l2x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:18x18][Bd2:15x15] 

1692=[Li:15x12][Di:15x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bdl:l8xl8][Bd2:15x12] 

1818=[Li:15x15][Di:15x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x3][Bd3:12x12] 
[Bd1:18x18][Bd2:15x15] 

1818=[Li:15x15][Di:15x18][Bt:9x9][Cr:12x6][Bd3:12x9] 
[Bd1:18x18][Bd2:15x15] 
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